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Mourns Loss Of Kelda
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Editor-in-Chief
"Trinity is a family and we are
mourning the loss of a member
of our family," said President
Evan Dobelle in an all-campus
email message.
Family, friends, and members
of the Trinity community gath-
ered in the Chapel yesterday to
mourn the passing of Kelda
Spangenberg '96.
Spangenberg, 21, was a senior
International Relations major
from Brussels, Belgium. While
running on the treadmill at
Ferris Athletic Center Friday,
she collapsed. She was pro-
nounced dead by doctors at
Hartford Hospital in the early
afternoon.
Over the past four days, Kelda
has been remembered as a
charming, sincere, and quirky
woman with abundant energy
and a smile r,hat would radiate
any room.
Many recalled that she was a
scavenger, collecting various
odds and ends from different
places—always excited to show
off a new find Kelda rear-
ranged the furniture in her
room Thursday evening. She
had discovered a desk on the
third floor of Woodward, which
she wished to add to her ar-
rangement. With subtlety that
has been described as "typical
Kelda," she dropped "hints" to
her friends that the desk would
really look great in her room.
After persuading a friend to
help her, she had achieved "the
perfect arrangement." Eager for
others to share in her triumph,
she pulled people from down
the hallway into her room. As
she ran across her room, she
pounced upon the desk and pro-
claimed, "Aye Caramba!" Excus-
ing her behavior, she said, "I
don't even like the Turtles!"
Kelda stopped by a friend's
room Friday morning to grab a
bite from the refrigerator. Look-
ing at a color project that they
had been working on together,
Kelda said, "That looks really
great." Her friend, still half-
asleep, responded with a
drowsy thanks. To this Kelda
said, "No, I really mean it. That
looks wonderful Stop by when
Kelda Spangenberg, '96 flashes the radient smile by which her family and friends RLE PHOTO
remember her.
you wake up."
Kelda's family was notified of
the sudden and tragic loss of
their daughter. They arrived in
Hartford on Sunday, meeting
several of Kelda's friends. At her
parents' request, a memorial
service was held Monday after-
noon.
Hundreds ot people crowded
intothepewsof theChapel.and
even more stood in the back, as
friends and family remembered
Kelda. "Somebody must really
need a special guardian angel,"
read one letter to Kelda's family.
"I am proud of my baby," said
Adolf Spangenberg, as he
thanked all who attended the
memorial service The very
qualities that he and his family
held dear about Kelda were the
same that others remembered
as quintessential to Kelda's per-
sonality.
The Kelda Spangenberg Me-
morial Fund has been estab-




On New Neighborhood Plan
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
News Editor
A HART (Hartford Areas
Rally Together) meeting was
held to discuss the Frog Hollow
Revitalization plans with mem-
bers of the community on
Wednesday, January 31. David
Martinez from FHRC (Frog Hol-
low Revitalization Committee)
was present along with the Di-
rector of Community Relations
at Trinity Eddie Perez and the
Director of SINA (Southside In-
stitutions Neighborhood Alli-
ance) Jose Perez. About 30
residents of the area came to
discuss the plans, ask questions
and voice concerns.
Martinez spoke first, giving
an overview of the history of
the project. A survey was con-
ducted three years ago asking
community residents what
they thought should be done
with the empty bus garage on
Vernon Street.
At the time, there was a hous-
ing shortage and people wanted
to use the space for housing.
The suggestion of a magnet
school was made and rejected.
Two years later, another survey
was conducted. This time hous-
ing was not a problem, as people
have been moving out of the
neighborhood. The idea of a
magnet school came up again.
That was the history Martinez
presented to the people at the
meeting.
Eddie Perez spoke next, out-
lining the goals for the initiative.
One key goal was to turn the
neighborhood around through
home ownership. Those in-
volved in the project want to
preserve as many of the smaller
houses in the area and hope to
replace the large multi-family
houses with two and three fam-
ily houses.
The second goal is safety and
the perception of safety in the
neighborhood. The hope is that
this safety will be achieved
through Street Scape. Street
Scape is a program designed to
beautify the neighborhood,
while making it safer. Wrought
iron fencing will be put up
around properties, trees will be
planted along the streets and in
people's yards, decorative lights
will be put up, streets will be
paved and trash receptacles will
be placed around the neighbor-
hood. In addition, new signs
will be put up to direct people
around the neighborhood and
to Trinity College. The prelimi-
nary design for Street Scape has
been done and the next phase is
to get feedback from the com-
munity. Designers hope to start
working on implementing this
project in May of this year.
The third goal Eddie Perez
discussed was increasing the
emphasis on education. This is
the area in which Trinity can
play the biggest part. The plan
is to build an Allied Health and
Technology Center that will be
connected in some ways to Trin-
ity. Planners hope that with an
improvement in the quality of
see RESIDENTS on page 8
person









Dating Rituals at Trinity.
t Do relationships exist at
Trinity? 16
Men's Squash improves
to 10 and 0 as Trinity
beat Williams and
Wesleyan 24
What exactly is plagia-
rism? Student gives per-
spective on the issue.
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In Memory
This newspaper is dedicated
to Kelda Spangenberg '96,
whose sudden
and tragic death
has touched our hearts.
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1 would like to applaud Amy
Shackelford '97 on her very hu-
morous and entertaining ar-
ticle, "Freshman Year Revisited,"
in last week's Features section
oiTheTripod.
Maybe 1 can easily laugh at
this article since I too am a
mentor and have, throughout
to the students in her seminar
doesn't mean it doesn't exist.
As a mentor, talking about all
the papers you've read, study
sessions you've held, and field
trips you've organized isn't ex-
actly the stuff that makes a
unique and interesting Tripod
article.
Other mentors, like myself,
know that these aspects are
Living in a freshman resident hall is only
one aspect of being a mentor.
the semester, heard the various
stories that upperclass mentors
share with one another. (I have
a few stories of my own.)
That's not to say that we don't
talk about our academic roles
in the first year seminars and
resident halls as well.
Ms. Shackelford has gone one
step farther to share this social
aspect of her mentor experi-
ence with the whole Trinity
community. Just because Ms.
Shackelford didn't discuss in
last week's article the academic
support she continually offers
there, in the classroom and in
the dorms. Living in a fresh-
man resident hall is only one
aspect of being a mentor. Ms.
Shackelford's humorous out-
look on the situation makes her
seem endeared to, not resentful
of, the first-year students in
Frobb. I hope everyone who
reads Ms. Shackelford's article
keeps this in mind so that they
can fully enjoy (and perhaps re-





I would like to just say how
much I appreciate the work
Clay Siegert '96 and Mark
Mentone '96 did as Sports Edi-
tors in the Fall Semester. They
produced a Sports section in
The Tripod week in; arid" week
out that surpassed the quality
of any other I have seen in any
college newspaper. Clay and
Mark devoted countless hours
to giving Trinity real local and
national news. They are both
headed for long and distin-
guished careers in the business.





So many things seem to he changing in size recently, that
Common Sense has a hard time remembering what we're
hoping will increase, arid what we're looking to decrease.
Maybe this edition will straighten it all out.
VFs A. Dobelle created them, now they're multiplying. Not
^T sure if someday "Deans" will be obsolete. Still, seem
^ ^ _ ^ to be doing jobs well.
FTE Cap Lift >|k Expanding faculty — maybe we can start keeping the
r\ adjuncts and visiting professors who students like?
Dinners A Seems like Dobelle's stomach should expand given
V * the number of times he hosts a dinner, but still fitting
into those nice suits.
ORL Fires.CC for not playing by rules. Just like "old-
school frats" — telling people with whom and how
they will associate.
Rolls J L Marriott keeps shrinking the Tolls. Can't fool us —
• still same amount of meat in the sandwiches.
Greeks JL. Has coed-ness really changed things? Diversity of
• social life has yet to expand.
Reputation >|k School's image is rising and with it the value of a
n diploma. Whatever's going on, keep it up.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: BOX 702582.
•E-MAIL: tripod@mailtrincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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Determining Plagiarism
To the Editor:
Do you know where your
1995-1996 Student Handbookisl
Is it holding up a shaky desk?
Gathering dust under your bed?
In a Hartford landfill? What
you may not have read or under-
stood could get you censured,
suspended, or even expelled.
We are writing this letter after
hearing about a number of stu-
dents who have been accused of
plagiarism in recent weeks.
All freshmen sign an agree-
ment which states that we, as
students of Trinity College,
agree to abide by the college
policies, procedures and regula-
tions as outlined in the Student
Handbook. Realistically, it is a
small number of students who
intellectually honest work in
every examination, quiz, paper,
laboratory report, or other aca-
demic exercise submitted for
evaluation in a course at Trin-
ity College."
The Handbook gives nine
non-inclusive examples of in-
tellectual dishonesty ranging
from "multiple submission of
the same work," to "unautho-
rized collaboration," to "use of
another person's work. Ex-
amples include... plagiarism"
(41-2).
Plagiarism has a limited defi-
nition and unclear applications.
Paraphrasing, an example of
plagiarism, is referred to in the
definition and only one ex-
ample is provided. From this,
students are expected to glean
The academic affairs committee considers
both intentional and unintentional
plagiarism to be punishable offenses.
actually take the time to read
the Handbook and understand
the rules that will guide their
lives for the next four years.
As students, we are con-
stantly referred to the Hand-
book for rules on plagiarism and
other academic procedures. As
seniors, we still find these con-
cepts vague and incomprehen-
sible, even after taking the time
to examine them thoroughly
during our three and a half
years at Trinity.
Page 41 of the 1995-1996 Stu-
dent Handbook states: "It is the
responsibility of each student
to make sure thaPhte ofiba'isi^
fully aware of what constitutes
an understanding of plagiarism.
As second semester seniors,
the thought of plagiarism, un-
intentional or not, is frighten-
ing. The academic affairs
committee considers both in-
tentional and unintentional
plagiarism to be punishable of-
fenses. With the right academic
preparation and awareness, pla-
giarism is avoidable.
Unfortunately, there are fun-
damental questions left unan-
swered by the Student
Handbook, What are the defi-
nition and parameters of para-
phrasing? What is the
edge, or when does it need to be




"Using any information from
any particular author and







ideas and claiming that they
are your own."
cited? How do we know when
it is plagiarism?
If the vagueness of the defi-
nition is due to confines of
space, then at the very least, a
reference to the accepted
manual for writing, perhaps the
Modern Language Association's
Handbook Jor Writers, should
be included.
Publishing a more compre-
hensive explanation of the
regulation is essential, but it is
not enough in an educational
environment. The College has
a responsibility to define and
communicate clearly the regu-
lation.
While ignorance is never an
excuse, we believe that Trinity
as an educational institution
has a moral and ethical respon-
sibility to its students to ensure
their understanding of the
guidelines regarding plagia-
rism.
We therefore propose that
Trinity College mandate atten-
dance to a seminar during first
year orientation to define and
elaborate upon the published
regulations on intellectual hon-
esty. The voluntary seminars
offered in February are a step in
the right direction, but we are of
the opinion that mandatory at-
tendance of such a seminar is
the best way to provide each
student with the means to avoid




and,:ambng others, the illusion;
that we.afe a computer literate
i n s t i t u t i o n . ; ; : : '•;.S.•::..': ^'- •'
This illusiorvwas fouridedin:
the impressive -array; of tech-
nology that Trinity has to offer.
Boasting a network that is al-
most entirely run on fiber op-
tics, the; availability of an
Ethernet hookup in virtually;
every room, and an impressiye-
lookingJyJCEC, Trinity is hard
to classify as anything other
than advanced in the realm of
computer networking. Sure,
there are some colleges that are
better equipped with comput-
ers; and yet, there are a teom^
that aren't -The fact remains
that; here; at Trinity; tye have
on^pfthistxbng^tand-festesi:
network setups of any aca^
demic institutionpf our size in
i ihesfe student^ afe;yery few? in;
:-; nurnBeir.v: •'> :/j:/--:::-': v T ^ s ' - . : ^
: Most; students-know: how !to
;,;Use a.word processor, down-
load ahd send e-mail, browse
the web, and:perhaps drop a
submission intO/Docex when
necessary. But: how many
would know how to send a
; large file to someone off cam-
pus? (Did you know that the
."' traffic on our server usually
prohibits such a transfer via e-
mailattachment? Have you
ever tried?) Furthermore, how
many students have their own
home page? If you wanted ti
create a simple computer gen
erated picture, would you b
able to do it without help? -:
; With; such extensive /re-
sources at our disposal,! find i
disappointing: tha t sol/f
people takeiciyah|ap:pf::wha
•Tjae technology: is;c»f c6wigei:>:
a:pli^tnMd'60tse|fi:sByt.(:He?i,';
:.'s.









At Trinity, there is presently
some debate going on about the
students*desire for the school to
implement a shuttle service to
many local drinking establish-
ments. Here are my two cents.
My older brother attended
Syracuse University for several
years. While there, he had a bit
of an elbow problem himself. In
fact, the reason he left without
his little piece of paper was be-
cause of his problem. He was,
in most respects, your typical
collegestudent,freefrom the re-
straints of the nest and federal
law, going crazy exercising his
new-found freedom in the form
of drinking.
His biggest problem, like the
problem of many of the Trinity
students of which we are writ-
ing, is not drinking but respon-
sibility. Responsibility is the
darker flip side of freedom that
no one seems to want to talk
about. Over my tenure at Trin-
ity, I have heard much debate
about student rights/student
empowerment, with little at-
tention paid to the issue of stu-
dent responsibility. The
relationship between rights and
responsibility is simple: every
time that we are allowed to do
something, we have to accept
the consequences of our actions.
But in most cases of student"
rights, revolving around otir so-.,
cial life, it seems the student
body would rather forget about
our responsibility, shifting any
blame for these actions onto the
college. Why should students
who act in such a way be de-
serving of other "rights" which
we desire (i.e. a seat on the A&P
committee)?
Wait a minute. What does
this have to do with going to
Gotham, and having a shuttle
system to transport the stu-
dents who are too drunk, or are
going to get too drunk to drive
back safely ? The fact remains
that there already exist several
shuttle systems at the disposal
of the student body to take
them where ever they wish to
go. They are called cabs. I
and/or irresponsible drinking,
and thus making them respon-
sible for the actions of any of its
drunk students. It would be
freeing the student body of any
responsibility for its actions.
College is supposed to be a
time of growth, for "finding one-
self," to experiment, but at the
heart of this is the notion that
students be treated as adults
and own up to what they have
done.
Back to the example of my
brother. One night (I think it
Responsibility is the darker flip side of
freedom that no one seems to want to
talk about
would like someone to give me
just one good reason why a re-
sponsible student who was go-
ing out for a night on the town
wouldn't call a cab if he knew
beforehand that there was the
chance that he might not be
able to drive back safely.
What then is the real motiva-
tion behind the shuttle service?
Slothfulness and a desire to
avoid responsibility. Not to put
too fine a point on it, most stu-
dents are just too lazy to call a
cab, and would rather the Col"
lege pay for it Instead.
What would happen if the
College did pay for this shuttle?
Itwould make them a hell of a
lot more likely to be liable for
anything that did happen off of
the Trinity campus, be it at one
of the established shuttle water-
ing holes, or somewhere else. It
could be seen as the college sup-
porting under age drinking
was a Tuesday) all his friends
were going out drinking. Unfor-
tunately he was feeling very
sick, probably from the night
before, so he could not go out
with him. As it turns out, that
was a very good thing for him
because on the way back from
their night out, they got into an
accident and all died. It was
also very fortunate because they
did not injure anyone else.
My brother now understands
this responsibility. Since then
he has returned to college at
Northeastern University, and
will be leaving this year with
his little piece of paper. I wish
there was an easier way for him
to have learned that his actions
have effects for which he is re-
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Denouncing The Tuitions Of Our Leaders
To the Editor:
I am writing to respond to Matthew
Prince's article, "Financing the Tuitions
of our Leaders," which appeared in last
week's Tripod. I find the article's propo-
sitions to be unfortified, impractical, and
unconscionable.
First, the article proposes that merit
scholarships based on preparatory
school success should be superseded by
scholarships based on actual success and
contribution at Trinity. The article labels
rewards to "students who we think will
be successful, will be leaders, and will
make this a better school [based upon
success in high school]" as a "risky bet."
This is not a "risky bet."
While it is true that not all those who
achieve in high school achieve in college,
and that sometimes mediocre students
flourish in college, it is not true that it is
"risky" to predict the former. What bet-
ter basis do we have to judge on? Can we
honestly say that merit scholarships
should not be given because we cannot
always accurately predict a student's col-
lege success? Certainly not.
The gauge of prior achievement is not
100% accurate, but it is used by admis-
sions committees of secondary schools,
universities and colleges, graduate pro-
awarded to student "leaders" who "ac-
tually made a contribution." There isn't,
and there never will be until after we
continue our eastward expansion all the
way to the front steps of the Wadsworth
Athenaeum.... but let's just suppose.
In this case, it would surely seem like
a nice thing to do — to reward those stu-
dents who contribute by leading the
community with a monetary reward.
Have fun trying to decide who leads the
community,
The article does address this problem
by stating, "the biggest problem with the
proposal would be deciding which po-
sitions would be included, and which
would not. This problem could be rem-
edied, in part, by allowing a couple of
'floating' awards which could recognize
outstanding contributions in less tradi-
tional areas." Perhaps the last idea could,
in very small part, account for some of
the difficulties with the system, but not
sufficiently so. This problem of selection
is gigantic and in my estimation, insur-
mountable.
Who would be included in this list? I'd
imagine it might end up looking some-
thing like this:
Tripod Editor, President of SGA, Head
of Community Outreach, Captains of
Varsity Athletic Teams, Heads of Greek
school and the student body at large. No
doubt, some students will feel exactly
the opposite — that his/her class offic-
ers lend a tremendous amount of guid-
ance to his/her life, that the SGA gives a
voice to him/her, that the Tripod leads
him/her through countless nebulous
moments and that Greek Organizations
offer nothing positive to any individu-
als, or to Trinity.
public or private.
Imagine the possibilities — the athlete
who is further tempted to use steroids in
order to make Captain, the SGA Presi-
dential candidate who reasons that to
employ a $500 advertising campaign
will provide a turnout in the black if he/
she wins, or the Iago-esque conniver who
subordinates his moral fiber in a hun-
dred ways to become Tripod editor...all
Like public service, academic achievement and true
leadership in particular, should not be motivated by
financial interest.
In a competitive environment that necessarily prohibits
a trial run for everyone, admission to any school, job,
or scholarship can only be based on prior achievements.
grams, and, most importantly, employ-
ers for a simple reason. In a competitive
environment that necessarily prohibits
a trial run for everyone, admission to any
school, job, or scholarship can only be
based on prior achievements.
Additionally, merit scholarships (at
schools that do award chem) are not
given out like candy, and are contingent
upon continued success in college. Thus,
if a student does not continue achieving
at a certain minimal level then the schol-
arship is withdrawn. And if the student
does carry their academic achievement
through college then he or she is re-
warded for that continued success. Thus,
there is a safety net to account for mis-
judgments.
In light of this safety net, the idea that
scholarships should not be given to these
students, but instead' to students who
display actual, tangible evidence of suc-
cess and contribution here at Trinity is;
unwarranted.... and not only upon this
ground.
Let us suppose that there was enough
money to give out to all those students
who deserved merit scholarships and
there was. still some left over to be
Organizations, Head of the Inter Frater-
nity Council, Class Officers, Heads of
TCAC, Editor of The Other Voice, Head
of any club over, say, 20 people (EROS,
SPLAT, Mountain Biking Club, etc.),
President's Fellows, Editor of the Trincoll
Journal... • • t i , •. • •
Where does the list end? Surely any-
one reading this list is going to have an
objection to one or more of the titles in
it — on the grounds that he/she doesn't
feel led in any way by some of these
people.
I, for example, have no real idea of who
my class officers are (except by name)
and I feel that they do very little to lead
me. Likewise, SGA doesn't really seem to
affect my life directly, TCAC parties and
other events usually do not interest me,
and 1 really don't feel like the Tripod
lends any direction to my life (although
I do, of course, enjoy reading it).
Contrarily, I feel like Greek Organiza-
tions lend a tremendous amount of ac-
tivity and direction to my life and those
lives of many other students who both
are and are not active iri them, and thus I
would like to see the IFC President re-
warded for his/her contributions to the
The point is that all of the positions
listed above are positions of leadership
to some substantial group of people or
another, and that this school takes each
and every one of them, constantly labor-
ing for the advancement of it, to move
forward.
No, I don't feel the effects of SGA di-
rectly, but they are there in alterations of
school policy; I do not genuflect before
my class officers, but free pizza is OK; my
life is not dictated by the Tripod horo-
scope — but I do recognize the ways in
which these organizations contribute to
my experience at Trinity College, and
I do thank the leaders of them. Likewise,
I hope that students who object on simi-
lar grounds to other positions on the list
think about the ways, direct or indirect,
that these organizations contribute to
their lives at Trinity.
This would seem to run contrary to
my argument, but the list above is in-
complete. The problem is that the list
would be exhaustive, and impossibly so.
The list above, as is, encompasses about
one-hundred people. And how about
adding students who dedicate their time
' t& less "leader oriented positions, but
which do contribute immensely to the
ongoing academic integrity of Trinity —
namely, students who make the Faculty
Honors List, or who make other signifi-
cant academic contributions? Then the
list turns into at least 150 people. Have
fun explaining to many of these leaders
and achievers that they are not qualified
to receive scholarships for their contri-
butions.
The very idea of introducing money
into the entire academic equation is lu-
dicrous. Like public service, academic
achievement and true leadership in par-
ticular, should not be motivated by fi-
nancial interest. We do not need to go
into a lengthy explanation of the ways
in which money has corrupted public
service. One need not look any further
than Book III of Plato's Republic, or the
local city hall, to see why and how
money corrupts the spirit of leadership,
only for the money. These are only pos-
sibilities, but who's to say that we are
above this all? Hopefully, the system of
election to any of these positions would
preclude these improprieties from oc-
curring, but the evidence from other
walks of life is overwhelming. To quote
my favorite comedian, Dennis Miller, "it's
the few rotten million who spoil it for the
other eleven."
Finally, there are financial rewards
available for students who contribute to
and succeed at Trinity in any capacity.
Scholarships are available from places
other than Trinity. Many private compa-
nies and public organizations reward
students for their achievements in col-
lege. Surely any considerable position of
leadership would shine nicely on a
scholarship application — indeed, if the
scholarship is merit based, then any and
all achievements will hold weight.
Furthermore, achievements in college
are rewarded by admission, and in ex-
ceptional cases with scholarships, to
graduate schools — in the same.way that
high school achievement is rewarded at
some universities and colleges. Lastly.for
ifchose.w»ho*do not go on to graduate
schools, college achievements are finan-
cially rewarded in better job opportuni-
ties.
The student body is led by a great deal
of students, many of whom would not
be accounted for in a list of "student lead-
ers." Any such list would either be in-
complete or make it impossible to award
a substantial scholarship to anyone on
the list. Thus the idea, however nice
sounding, is wholly infeasible. Further-
more, the addition of financial reward
based on the occupancy of certain se-
lected positions brings a whole new light
to the competition for those positions.
The proposition of awarding student
leaders with financial rewards is not




Fighting The Pressure To Starve Oneself
By KEARNEY HARRINGTON
Opinion Writer
"You can't weigh your self-esteem,"
that's what the posters say. You also have
to look deeper within yourself, past the
flaws that sometimes cloud your vision.
You have to exercise your mind and not
just your body. You have to know that
what you see in your mirror is not the
truest reflection of yourself. You have to
love, yourself.
And this sounds like a veritable Nike
commercial to you. Just Do It, Or, actu-
ally, don't do it. Don't eat, because the girl
in the brand-spanking-new tennis shoes
is twenty pounds lighter than you are,
but she's 5'5". Just like you. And you dip
into the lagoon of your mind wondering
if there is anyone else who feels the way
you d4 or if there is actually anyone out
there, for the sake of God, for the sake of
anyone, who doesn't. ;.'•; '.'•-.
When I think about it, I just remem-
ber high school, and my three best
friends trying to make themselves dis-
appear, so people would notice them. It
could have been a guy, or their recently
divorced parents, or maybe just them-
selves, but they wanted to prove to some-
one that they could do it.. Yes, in fact,
they would do it.
So the weight fell off with four hours
of exercise a day, some frozen yogurt, and
a new voice that said, "No really, I'm just
not hungry. I couldn't eat another bite,"
while anyone who took the time could
see their personalities starving, just from
the look in their eyes.
But in high school there wasn't anyone
there. Well, with the exception of one
guidance counselor, who still had not
managed to escape the seventies, with
whom not everyone felt comfortable.
Evml—oneoftheirbestfriends —could
not do anything1 because it's way too;
awkward to talk to someone about an
eating disorder; Right?
I think that if you sat down and really
thought about how fleeting life is to be-
gin with, how little time we have to live
as it is, you might realize that asking a
person about her problems is dire, as
hard as it will be for both of you to stand
there, at the edge of her anguish. If it was
• even possible to count the number of
times that you've laughed with her, or
how many times she has made you late,
or just smiled at you, you might speak up.
You might speak up because you would
know that her life was hanging in the
balance.
And it's so much easier not to say any-
thing. It's so much easier to avoid tell-
ing someone that counseling couldn't
hurt her. It's far easier not to get yourself
involved. But why is that? Why pretend
to be someone's friend when she needs
help? No one has made a written rule
instructing us to take other people's
problems upon ourselves, but then your
best friends aren't just "other people." Are
they?
And everyone, male or female, heavy
or thin, has probably thought about their
weight. Don't allow yourself to think
that you are the only one. The skinny
woman who sits next to you in Biology
isn't necessarily anorexic, but then your
professor, who you always thought to be
a little overweight, could be bulimic.
Regardless of stereotype; eating, a piece
of cake should never be a way in which
you permit yourself to judge your cali-
ber as a person.. • ••• , . ; ;
There isn't any way to count how
much someone means to you, and it is
even harder to tell yourself that you are
important, that you alone are worth-
while.
But you have come to college to ex-
pand your intellect, to grow. Try to be
proud of who you are, and help your
friends to discover their own self-worth.
Don't let the fact that anorexia and
bulimia have run so rampant in so many
lives make you think that it's OK and not
that unusual for them to attack one more
person. You would be so wrong.
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Counseling Center Strives




, which is a full range psycho-
logical and psychiatric center,
on the Trinity College campus
has been open since 1963. This
center started with one psy-
chologist, Dr. George Higgins,
who is currently Director, and
added a second one, Dr.
while two others are seeking
doctoral degrees from the Uni-
versity of Hartford and the final
one is in the PhD program at the
University of Connecticut. All
of the interns are female this
year. They provide additional
resources to the Center and
most remain for a year. In addi-
tion to this, they provide variety
to the students as well as to the
Center.
The Center was established
No one, including parents, family, friends,
roommates, professors, nor the Deans, is
informed of a student's appointments or
discussions at the Center. In this way, the
Center is comparable to a private clinic.
Randolph Lee, in 1969. Both
have remained with the center
as psychologists and also are
teaching psychology at the col-
lege.
Each year since 1973, interns
have come to the Counseling
Center to gain more experience
in their respective fields. This
academic year, there are six in-
terns; three are licensed physi-
cians who are training to be
psychiatrists and are affiliated
with the Institute of Living
due to parents' encouragement
and support. According to Dr.
Lee, the Associate Director of
the Counseling Center, during
those years, "parents urged ex-
ploration." For this reason, the
Trinity College President,
Albert Jacobson, began the pro-
cess to create a center.
Today, the Counseling Center
is able to "handle everything
from anxiety to distress to de-
• pression to suicide," stated Dr.
Lee. He added, "No problem is
too big or too small." For ser-
vices provided, there is no
charge and all information is
kept absolutely confidential.
No one, including parents, fam-
ily, friends, roommates, profes-
sors, nor the Deans, is informed
of a student's appointments or
discussions at the Center. In this
way, the Center is comparable to
a private clinic.
Most students who use the
services of the Counseling Cen-
ter choose to do so and are self-
referred. They are able to choose
the psychologist or intern with
whom they would like to meet.
According to Dr. Lee, "one can
almost get an appointment
within a day....if it is an emer-
gency, the Center adjusts to help
the person."
In the last five years, there has
been an increase of students us-
ing the Center. It is believed that
people are more willing to find
help and also that it is more ac-
ceptable socially.
The Counseling Center fo-
cuses on the Trinity students.
The psychologists and interns
make themselves available to
students. In a variety of situa-
tions, the Counseling Center
opens its doors to provide sup-
port for the Trinity community.
NEWS FROM
Chemistry For Kids
At Bates College, a senior thesis student has engaged in her own private activism.
Sarah Fried, '96, a chemistry major, chose to teach hands-on chemistry to elementary
school students. For six hours a week, she teaches first, third, and fourth graders the joys of
chemistry. She created five units which focus on a variety of subjects such as physical and
chemical changes, mixtures and solutions, solids, liquids and gases. All of her students
conduct their own experiments and learn from their activities. Fried has done something
nearly unimaginable by teaching a complex subject to the most hard to please audience,
children.
The Monmouth "Mali Bomb"
A sophomore at Monmouth University was charged with computer fraud after he
flooded the computer system with an electronic mail "mail bomb." Dominick LaScala
sent over 24,000 e-mail messages to Monmout accounts in order to advertise his business.
Officials at the University discontinued LaScala's account and are now deciding whether
or not they can punish him under the University's code of conduct. If he is convicted in
court, LaScala will be placed in prison for up to six years and have to pay $350,000 in fines.
Colby Tops List For Studying Abroad
According to the The Chronicle of Higher Education, Colby sent the third highest
number of students abroad in the 1993-94 academic year and was only behind Saint Olaf
and Carleton. Other NESCAC members in the top fifteen include Bates, Middlebury, and
Bowdoin The top countries for American students studying abroad include the United
Kingdom, France, Spain, Italy and Mexico. The study by The Chronicle also mentions that,
most students who are abroad plan to major in the social sciences and the humanities.
The Karate Kid At Bates
As a first year Bates student, Jennifer Yanoff is kicking up quite a storm. With
eighteen national karate titles already under her belt, Yanoff is Preparing to accept an
invitation to attend and to compete in the national tryouts for the 1997 World Cup which
is held in Cape Town, South Africa and where she has been ranked as the first seed
Following this competition, she is head to the 1998 Macabee games in Israel, the 1999 Pan-
Ame :an games, and ultimately, the Olympics. If this resident lethal weapon ot Bates




The flag on the Lockwood house on Allen Place was
stolen sometime between 1 and 6 AM on January 25th.
The value was approximately $350-400. The same week
three-out-of-state license plates were removed from
vehicles in the St. Anthony Hall parking lot. Campus
Safety thinks the thefts may be related and asks that
anyone knowing the whereabouts of these items return
them. No questions will be asked.
Visitors Cause Problems
Students in High Rise got into an altercation with
visiting nonstudents on January 26th. Campus Safety was
called to the scene. Both parties had minor injuries but
wished to have no further involvement from the Hartford
Police Department. On January 28, a visiting student
from Yale was transported to Hartford Hospital at 3:30 AM
and was treated for excessive alcohol consumption. Yet
another visiting student complained of an extremely
upset stomach after eating mysterious brownies at an
unknown party. He was also treated and released from
Hartford Hospital.
Qun Found On Zion Street
Two students called Campus Safety after finding a
semiautomatic pistol on Zion Street. Campus Safety then
called the Hartford Police Department. After an
investigation it was determined that the gun had been
used in an earlier shooting at the corner of Zion and Ward
Street. A car was seen fleeing the scene and later rammed
into a taxi cab at Park Street and Park Terrace. An arrest
was made for reckless driving. Hartford Police are looking
into a connection between the accident and the shooting.
its
inding and returning the gun.
Must Be 21 To Drink
During this past week, two students were found in
front of Volpis restaurant and were determined to be
drinking. The students were underage and were turned
over to Campus Safety. This was the first of three
complaints from the Hartford Police Department.
Campus Safety advises students that several bars in
Hartford and the surrounding areas will be targets of
stepped up enforcement. Campus Safety urges students
that if they are going to drink to be sure they are 21. If
students are caught, they will be arrested and charged
with a criminal violation.
galore Car Thefts,*.
A male approximately fifteen years old was seen
breaking into a car window of a vehicle parked on
Summit Street On January 29th at 3:10 PM. The suspect
fled from the scene, but took a tape deck that was hidden
under the seat of the Hyundai. A vehicle in the Park Place
lot was also broken into between January 25 and 27.
Damage was done to the steering column in an apparent
attempt to steal the vehicle. Nothing was missing.
Stereo Found On Summit
A Campus Safety officer found a person next to a
vehicle on Summit Street on January 31st. When the
officer turned to see what was going on, the individual
fled. A stereo system was found on the ground near
where the individual had been standing. Campus Safety
has not had any complaints about a missing stereo and
asks that if anyone knows who the stereo belongs to, that
they contact Campus Safety.
^ i ^ ^
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CC In Elton Forced To Resign From Position
con tin ued from page 1
have been directed to the ORL office to
defend Gilbert. A number of people are
upset, angry and confused by the situa-
tion. There is no chance, however, of the
decision being reversed.
Director of Residential Life Sarah Neill
spoke about the incident saying, "there
was no gray area." In order to enforce
good behavior in freshmen dorms, she
needs her staff to act appropriately. This
"good behavior" she expects from her
staff as well as the freshmen residents
includes not drinking in the dorms and
not having parties that involve alcohol.
It was made clear to all staff members at
the beginning of the year that enforce-
ment of the alcohol policy needed to be
strict this year. While the CC is strictly
in charge of dorm council and commu-
nity events, they are also responsible for
general discipline in the dorm. If they
find anyone breaking a rule, they have
to write that person up.
Gilbert's impeccable past record was
not a factor in making the decision.
Snowfall on Friday night and early Saturday morning MATTHEW TONCE
totalled seven inches according to the weather men at channel 3. Here, a
Buildings and Grounds snow removal vehicle pushes the new snow off
the Long Walk. It is always a challenge for B&G to find new places to put
all the snow.
MARINE OFEICER
IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES





If you are interested in becoming a Marine Officer or
would like some information, see LT SENENKO at
the Mather Center on Wednesday the 14th of February
of call: 1-800-255-USMC,
While Neill feels it is one of the most
upsetting and difficult aspects of her job,
she had no choice. Gilbert broke one of
their "bottom-line requirements." Neill
did expect an unfavorable response from
the staff and students as Gilbert was a
loved and respected member of the ORL
staff. Neill commented that this was the
first incident she has come up against
tial Coordinator is not living in the dorm.
The CC is the only one with full dorm
exposure and serves as a senior official
in the building. Gilbert fears that with
no senior figure in the dorm, the resi-
dents will suffer. "It is unfortunate that
what I did punishes the whole dorm,"
commented Gilbert.
The Office of Residential Life is cur-
The CC is the only one with full dorm exposure and
serves as a senior official in the building. Gilbert fears
that with no senior figure in the dorm, the residents will
suffer. "It is unfortunate that what I did punishes the
whole dorm," commented Gilbert.
this year in regards to the alcohol policy
enforcement.
Jim Gilbert spoke about the incident,
saying he was "really hurt and a little dis-
appointed." He realized that he wanted
to be an R A two weeks into his freshmen
year, and has proved a loyal staff mem-
ber ever since. Jim worked as an RA in
Jones last year.
Gilbert fully acknowledges that he
did something wrong but feels that there
were other options for punishing -him.
He worries most for the residents who
have lost him and therefore, a dorm
council and activities coordinator. The
Community Coordinator plays a huge
role in dorm life now that the Residen-
rently coming up with a plan for the rest
of the year. As of Friday, they did not
have a plan for a new CC in Elton, but
are going to meet to. discuss the matter.
Neill recognizes that the staff is still
"reeling" from this event and needs to fo-
cus on how to pull back together before
discussing hiring. ORL does want to try
to restore a hall council for the remain-
der of the year.
When asked if Gilbert will be able to
reapply for a position next year, Neill said
that the office is still considering it. Gil-
bert is not sure now if he would want to
reapply next year. Both parties are up-
set by the incredibly unfortunate situa-
tion.
97
Joe DeAngelis - President
Ryan Saulnier - Vice President
Chris Slawsky - Secretary
Congratulations to the Class
o f 1997 which wins a FREE
pizza party for an outstanding
50% voter turnout
Thank you to everyone who
voted and participated in the
election process//
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Issue Of Media Impact On Latinos Addressed
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
News Editor
Diane Alverio of Media Concepts vis-
ited Trinity College to give a lecture en-
titled, "Latinos in the U.S. Media: Missing
in Action" on Thursday, February 1. The
event was presented by the Latin Ameri-
can Studies Program and cosponsored by
International Studies, American Studies,
and La Voz Latina. The focus of her lec-
ture concerned the impact of the media
on the Latino community.
Dr. Dario A. Euraque, Assistant Pro-
fessor of History, introduced Diane
Alverio to the audience which primarily
consisted of students and professors
from the Department of Modern Lan-
guages. Some city residents also ap-
peared to listen to the lecture.
Euraque preceded by listing Alverio's
accomplishments in the media industry.
Alverio has worked for The Hartford
Courant, has been a reporter for the CBS
Hartford affiliate, WFSB Channel 3, was
the President of the Association of His-
panic Journalists, and has taught courses
at the University of Hartford.
Alverio who has observed the media
both as an insider and as an outsider has
gained much knowledge about the me-
dia itself. From the inside, she saw how
the flow of news occurs and how Latinos
are viewed from within. From the out-
side, she was a consumer.
From each side, Alverio was able to
draw conclusions. She noted that the
the audience of the studies which dem-
onstrated the long-term impact of these
misperceptions on children. These sur-
veys discovered that exposure to the
media through television causes a social
impact which can cripple children as
noted by Alverio.
Although the Latinos are ten percent
of the population in the United States, or
twenty five million persons, and will be
the largest minority in the twenty-first
century, they are still portrayed as "the
poor, the victims, and the victimized"
inhabitants of the city. This is demon-
strated by current television program-
ming.
As Alverio pointed out, "Spotting
Latinos is like bird-watching. Actors,
like Jimmy Smits, are the exceptions, not
the rule." She added, "Latinos are never
the neighbors, never part of the social
clique, never the professionals, never the
contestants on game shows, nor the chil-
dren on commercials." They are, as her
lecture title suggested, "missing in ac-
tion."
Due to the American media's exclu-
sion of the Latino community from
newspapers, periodicals, and other forms
of the media, Latinos are forced to choose
other media that focus on their needs.
For this reason, Latino members of the
community, like Alverio, purchase
magazines such as Hispanic and Latina
Style which discuss issues relevant to the
Latino population.
To prove the idea that the American
media ignores the positive presence of
"Although the American media, unlike China, does not
tell its citizens what to think, the media does tell us what
to think about/' Diane Alverio continued, "What is not
reported is lost and it is airbrushed out of the picture."
true image of Latinos who share strong
bonds Wfth tRSr family and-calHSre
not represented in the media. Instead,
the image that is portrayed is, as she said,
two-fold. She mentioned that Latinos do
not seem to exist in the American soci-
ety in the eyes of the media. However,
those who do gain the media attention
are the ones who break the law even
though they are a small segment of the
Latino population.
Alverio emphasized that it is "this
gap which impedes the growth and de-
velopment of the Latino community."
This sentiment has been reiterated by
Walter J. Walsh, the Samuel I. Golieb
Fellow in Legal History at New York .
University, who mentioned in The New
York Times, "How a community is por-
trayed affects how it's treated."
Although the United States has one
of the best systems for media in the
world, according to the speaker, there is
still a public reliance on the media for
relaying the information. Alverio ex-
pressed that this reliance on the part of
the general public "gives the media the
power to tell us the truth." From this,
the public forms an opinion without all
the knowledge.
• The media can be described as a gate
of information which determines who is
significant and who is not significant,
according to Alverio.
She remarked that the writers, report-
ers, broadcasters, and editors "make the
decisions for us. They decide who and
what is important in the community, in
the state, in the world and in our lives.
Although the American media, unlike
China, does not tell its citizens what to
think, the media does tell us what to
think about." She continued, "What is
not reported is lost and it is airbrushed
out of the picture."
For the Latinos, this is the problem.
In the media, the Latino community is
non-existent except for the general ste-
reotypes. To Alverio, the way that the
Latinos are treated is the way in which
they perceive themselves. She informed
Latinos within and outside the commu-
on the Beijing Conference for Women.
From January 1995 until November 1995,
Alverio, in conjunction with Unity 99/
Ford Foundation, conducted a survey of
four national newspapers which re-
ported on the Beijing Conference. She
monitored articles for references to
Latinas and their work to improve their
situations and their lives in their respec-
tive countries.
After eleven months of research, she
discovered that the Washington Post had
not mentioned Latinas at the conference
in any of their 105 articles concerning
the Beijing event. The New York Times
failed to report on the efforts of Latina
women in their 128 articles. In addition
to this, she found that the Associated
Press which provides articles for a vari-
ety of newspapers did not mention
Latinas once in their 519 articles about
the Beijing Conference.
The single newspaper of the survey
which did note the presence of the
Latinas, the LA Times, only wrote two
articles out of 114 which relayed infor-
mation about the efforts of the Latinas
at this historic event.
In addition to this, Alverio attended
the conference for her project. From this
journey, she learned that the largest
number of Latinas were represented at
the conference. She also participated in
a caucus for women of color which had
a historical meeting with the United
States delegation.
This caucus lobbied for the inclusion
of clause that encouraged not just gen-
der equity but also racial equity. This
event in addition to the establishment of
a network for Latin American and Cen-
tral American women was, according to
Alverio, "a milestone in the international
women's movement."
However, not one single medium re-
lated this story to the general public in
the United States. For Alverio, this con-
firmed her belief that, as she declared,
"Latinos are systematically excluded
from the media and this is a form of
censorship because the voice of a specific
group and community are ignored."
She returned to one of her themes
concerning the media as a gate of infor-
mation. Alverio stressed that it is the
gatekeepers, such as the producers and
the editors, who "determine the news,
bring their own perceptions and ideas,
sidered as such by the readers," Alverio
stated.
In order for the situation to improve,
Alverio emphasized that the Latino
community must assume responsibility.
To achieve this, the community must be
social and can not allow the responsibil-
ity to fall on a leader's shoulders. Diane
Alverio indicated that the demands of
"Because decisions are made by uninformed people in a
vacuum, everyone is treated as a homogenous group.
This impedes social progress due to the gross inaccuracies
and due to wrong impressions. If the media does not
treat Latinos as part of a society, they will not be
considered as such by the readers," Alverio stated.
and only rely on their own personal ex-
periences for decisions."
They are the ones who ultima tely con-
trol the flow of information. Also, it is
their definition of news as "conflict and
the extremes in life" that limits the dis-
semination of the facts and the truth. In
order for this to change, she suggested
that diversity will generate more discus-
sion.
Diversity includes increasing the
number of Latinos in the industry. Cur-
rently, there are between zero and 2.9%
Latino journalists working in the United
States. There are few in the fields of man-
agement in the media as well as few in
the area of broadcasting.
"Because decisions are made by unin-
formed people in a vacuum, everyone is
treated as a homogenous group. This
impedes social progress due to the gross
inaccuracies and due to wrong impres-
sions. If the media does not treatLatinos
as part of a society, they will not be con-
Latinos can be heard and create change
when political and economic pressure
exist.
Although the media prides itself on
freedom of speech which is the center of
democracy, the media must allow "all
voices to be heard" as concluded by
Alverio.
When this is achieved, the Latino
community will no longer be "missing
in action." Following her conclusion,
Alverio responded to questions a nd com-
ments from the audience. She reminded
the audience that public policy is influ-
enced by media coverage and exposure,
or lack thereof.
Lina Estrada, '98, Vice President of La
Voz Latina, stated," Alverio has an in-
tense yet realistic grasp on the necessity
for the Latino community to become
part of the media industry." She contin-
ued, "Serious repercussions have and will
continue to result from our 'missingin
action" status as Latinos.'
College Organist John Rose
tollege Organist John Rose will present a recital, as
part of the Trinity Organ Series, in the gbthic splen-
dor of Mather Chapel on Sunday, February 11,1996
at 3:00 pm. The recital will feature Sonata No. 1 by
Alexander Guilmant, Sonata No. 2 in C minor by
Felix Mendelssohn, Prelude and Trumpetings by
Myron Roberts, andJohann Sebastian Bach's fa-
mous Toccata and Fugue in D minor.
John Rose has been College Organist and Director
of Chapel Music at Trinity College since 1977. He
played in 42 of the 50 states in such concert halls as
the Kennedy Center in Washington DC, Orchestra
Hall in Chicago, and Davies Symphony Hall in San
Francisco. In Europe, his tours have been high-
lighted by performances at such renowed interna-
tional venues as St. Paul's Cathedral and
Westminster Abbey in London and Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris.
The event isfree to Trinity College faculty, staff and students.
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Residents Discuss New Neighborhood Plan
continued from page 1
education, more people will want to buy
houses in the neighborhood. Parents will
have good schools for their children to
attend from early childhood through
college.
Jose Perez spoke next, discussing the
actual implementation of the plan. He
is currently living in Framingham, Mas-
sachusetts and has made-a commitment
to move into the Frog Hollow neighbor-
hood this summer. As Director of SINA,
he is responsible for making the physi-
cal development of the plan happen,
Perez talked about the Allied Health
and Technology Center and what it
would include. There willbeahandson
laboratory that will draw students. Trin-
ity faculty may participate in the experi-
ments, conducting as well as monitoring
them for groups of students. The Center
will also have a space for exhibits
Center, The Institute of Living and Con-
necticut Public Television.
The exhibits will also serve as a learn-
ing tool and will be fully visible through-
out their construction. In addition to a
After the main speakers had finished describing the plans,
residents and community members were able to ask
questions. Many were concerned about housing and feared
their own houses would be demolished in the plans.
brought in by experienced staff and sup-
ported by the members of SINA. Those
members are Trinity, Hartford Hospital,
The Connecticut Children's Medical
lab and exhibit space, the center will
have a research division which would
consist of researchers from the SINA
partners,
not his usual self.
You suspect the
So you call Dr. Nushlatt, your family vet back home.
The call is cheap.
CTOO bad about the COYlSUltatiOU fee.)
bre campus? Si
0^
Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings*1 is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem -
when you spend just $25 a month? No other plan gives you all these different ways to save*'
Just call 1800 TRUE -ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Choice™
AT&T
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The Center will focus on five specific
areas, health, physiological Sciences and
Sports Performance, robotics, biomedi-
cal engineering and internet/world wide
web.
Each of the SINA partners can con-
tribute to research for these areas.
Trinity's faculty will be able to provide
expertise in the science and engineering
departments and CPTV will be able to
train and provide information about
Communications. Hartford Hospital,
The Connecticut Children's Medical
Center and the Institute of Living will
serve as a resource for research on health
and nutrition.
Perez also talked about the schools
that have been approved by the Board of
Education to work in conjunction with
the Technology Center. Those will in-
clude a Montessori Magnet Elementary
school which is already funded by the
state, a Hartford middle school and a
middle/high school science and math
resource center.
This resource center would not serve
as a traditional four year school, but
would be available for students to visit
for shorter periods of time or for semes-
ter long projects.
Finally, Perez talked about some of the
additional facilities the neighborhood
initiative will include such as a boys and
girls club and an early childhood and
family resource center. He commented
about the entire program, that "our goal
is to develop a community process built
around revitalizing the bus lot...Our in-
tent here is to invest in the neighbor-
hood."
After the main speakers had finished
describing the plans, residents and com-
munity members were able to ask ques-
tions. Many were concerned about
housing and feared their own houses
would be demolished in the plans. There
are no' plans to tear down houses on
Vernon street.
In fact, many of the abandoned houses
are going to be renovated and turned
into two or three family houses. Broad
street is the number one demolition tar-
get for the city. This means that the city
planner has made a commitment to im-
prove the Broad Street area. Some of the
run down, dilapidated houses there will
be taken down in order to build newer
ones.
Most residents were concerned about
how all the plans would affect them and
any existing programs in the neighbor-
hood like Mi Casa. Those present were
assured that the revitalization program
was going to be a community process.
Right now ideas have been put out and
designs have started. The next step is to
get input and feedback from those in the
area. Martinez commented that this
meeting was the first of many, and en-
couraged all present to return and bring
more people next time. "We need to
bring this neighborhood back to a true
community," commented Martinez.
That is the main priority.
''•'•,, Group Discbunts!
Sell Trips & Travel Free!!!
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Delta Delta Delta Holds
6th Annual Jail And Bail
A M held their sixth annual Jail and Bail on February 2 nd MATTHEW PRINCE
$17,000 was raised and donated to the American Cancer Society.
Delta Delta Delta hosted their annual
Jail and Bail fund raiser on February
second. This was the sixth time the so-
rority has sponsored this event and it
was another successful year. $17,000
was raised and donated to the Ameri-
can Cancer Society. Mehgan Williams,
'96 coordinated the fund raiser this year.
The Jail and Bail is a fun event that
involves students arresting fellow stu-
dents who are then taken to a Mather
jail. Those brought to jail are given a
set bail by a judge, They are then re-
quired to make phone calls to friends,
family and acquaintances to ask for
money. Once theyhave raised the des-
ignated amount of money, they have
"posted bail" and are free to go.
This event has always been a suc-
cessful event and is one of the biggest
community service events that the so-
rority participates in each year.
Last year, $26,000 was raised in one
day. That was the record for this par-
ticular event. Tri-Delts were happy
with the event and hope that it will
continue to be a tradition for the col-
lege.
SCA Elects Students
To Fill Empty Seats
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
News Editor
One of the items the SGA dealt with
last night at their weekly meeting, was
electing people to the College Affairs
Committee, the Curriculum Committee,
the Budget Committee and the Trustee
Committee.
The College Affairs Committee was
the first to be considered. This commit-
tee meets every other week to discuss is-
sues like parking, potential speakers at
the college and a Trinity government
composed of faculty, administrators and
students. This committee is comprised
of more students than faculty and Dean
Winer hopes to make it more visible and
powerful in the next few years. It was
determined that Cliff Segil, '96 is already
a member of the committee, and there-
fore the position was not opened up for
vote.
The next position to be considered
was one on the Curriculum Committee.
This committee meets every Thursday
and is responsible for approving majors,
department changes and new courses in
addition to overseeing transfer credits,
internships and other student activities.
There were three nominees for the po-
sition, Davidson MacLaren, '98, Wat
Tyler, '99 and Kevin Thompson, '99.
Davidson was elected by a narrow mar-
gin and will start serving immediately.
The third position up for election was
on the Trustee Committee. SGA voted
to table to the election until three weeks
from yesterday. The election will occur
then and will be open for the student
body.
Finally, the Budget Committee was
open for a position to fill the one Mick
Nardelli left. The two nominees were
Jason Chung, '98 and Adrienne Stone, '96.
After debate, Stone was elected and will
serve immediately.
Cave Chats With Winer
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
News Editor
Each Wednesday and Thursday, Dr.
David Winer, Dean of Students, ap-
pears in the Cave in order to make him-
self accessible to students. For an hour,
he sits and engages in conversation
with students. According to his sign-
in sheets, on January 16, ten students
stopped to talk with the Dean, On the
seventeeth, five students approached
him. The following week was more
concerns. In that two week period, Dean
Winer had met forty students in all.
At these unofficial conferences, stu-
den ts are able to discuss any num ber of
issues. Some questions and topics en-
countered by the Dean vary from, aca-
demic and social regulations to refunds
for housing to borrowing money to
grades. •„•.,;/-• :' • . ' . '
• The^oppoKunity to talk with Dean
Winer began in order to allow students
to meet the Dean without scheduling
an appointment. Students are able to
meet with the Dean on Wednesday
January 24 discussed their various
Wines & Liquors
Discounts Gladly Given on Large
Orders
Liquor Prices
Smirnoff 1.75 L... $15.99
Kamchatka 1.75L... $10.99
r Dubra 1.75L... $10.99











JOIN A UJWmNG TEftM!!
BUSINESS DATA SERUICES. INC
Business Data Services, Inc. (BDS) is a leading client/serv-
er systems development firm looking for top quality students
to join our team in any of our four office locations in
Connecticut, Illinois, New York or Virginia.
BDS provides a comprehensive training
program. We offer the opportunity to
work in the latest and most exciting
tools and technologies: UNIX, Windows
NT, PowerBuilder, Visual Basic, C/C++,
TCP/IP, Oracle, Sybase, Informix, etc.
You will be working along side the best
technical talent in the industry.
If you are self-motivated person, looking for an exciting
challenge as a Programmer/Analyst and graduating with
Computer Science, MIS or related degrees, Please visit us
at our information Session on February 15th from 7:00-
8:00PM in Terrace Room C, Mather Hall, 2nd Floor.
On-campus interviews will be held on February 26th.
BDS
Business Data Services, Inc.
Corporate Address
78 Eastern Boulevard, Glastonbury, CT 06033
I ," . , ; . ^ . . r . . . . . . : - - ' . - 3BS1.-- J - - J .
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Around
Trinity
Last Tuesday a e-mail message went out
to all students allowing them the opportu-
nity to "chat with Dean Winer." The message
was sent at 3:47 p.m. Unfortunately, unless
they were friends with Mr. Peabody and
Sherman, students were unable to attend the
talk which had ended 47 minutes earlier.
Around Trinity speculates that this makes
it easy for the dean "listen/talk" with stu-
dents. Quickly a meeting was scheduled for
Wednesday and, toATs surprise, the message
actually went out before the event. Unfor-
tunately, even when announced on time, no
one showed up to the meeting on Wednes-
day. ^Hsn't sure what students would want
to talk to Dean Winer about on Wednesday
afternoon. At least with the Tuesday time
slot the dean could discuss what students re-
ally care about — the last night's Melrose epi-
sode.
My Daughter's So Great!!
Speaking of e-mail messages no one
reads, Around Trinity could care less about
Sheri Morin's daughter — "already the top
[girl scout cookie] seller" — but really feels
for;t;he other girls in the troop. Twice in the
last.week Morin has sent out e-mail solicit-
ing the Trinity community to help her
daughter "make her sales goal of 500 boxes."
Meanwhile, all the other girls' feelings are
crushed because they don't have a shot at the
first prize - "a $150.00 gift certificate to Bob's
Surplus, $100.00 gift certificate to the Girl
Scout Store, a t-shirt, and a stuffed lion."
Thien again, AT wonders who would want
prize like that in the First place?
Even Bad Guys Get Cold
With recent temperatures making it a
little too cold to be walking around outside,
Campus Safety has taken to a new way of
patrolling the Long Walk. At 4:30 a.m.
Around Trinity spotted one officer driving
his car through the Downes arch, down to
Cook, turning around, and heading back.
Supposedly this is only the procedure when
"it's really cold out." AT agrees that any po-
tential badguy who sees a car driving up and
down the Long Walk in the early morning
hours would reconsider their crime. Then
again, while not sure of the exact statistics,
AT is quite sure that when "it's really cold
out," potential bad guys stay at home or in-
side.
Half Time Show
For anyone wondering why Trinity's
men's basketball team lost to Colby this
weekend, Around Trinityhzs the answer
the White Mules have created an incentives
program for their top players. You see,
Colby's player 55 had a really good first half
— shutting down the Trinity offense. As a
reward he and Colby's towel girl broke off
from the rest of the team at half time,
walked up the main stairs in Ferris, and pro-
ceeded to have an extra-special coaching ses-
sion in the women's bathroom near the
squash courts. As overwhelmed by his stud-
ies as Trinity's offense was by the Colby de-
fense, player 55 sauntered back onto the
court just a minute behind the rest of his
team mates. Hair mussed and smiling at her
team effort, Colby's towel girl turned
"trainer" wandered back onto the court
about 5 minutes later. While 55's perfor-
mance was actually lackluster in the second
half (wonder why?), Trinity is considering
implementing their own extra-special
coaching program. Applicants for the posi-
tion should contact coach Ogrodnik. Previ-
ous experience and references are required.
LECMES
Wed, Feb 7 7:30 PM
As a part of the Latin American and Spanish Film
Series, the Spanish work entitled, "Que he hecho yo para
merecer esto?" The film will be preceded by a talk by
Trinity College Professor of Modern Languages and Lit-
eratures Piero Garofalo. The film is free to the public and
English subtitles will be included. The film will be
shown in the Life Sciences Auditorium.
Thurs,Feb8 4:15 PM
As part of Trinity College's celebration of Black His-
tory month, Abiodun Oyewole, founding member of The
Last Poets, will present a lecture entitled, "The Messages
of The Last Poets." The lecture will take place in
Rittenberg Lounge of Mather Hall and is open to the
public.
Thura-Sat/FebS-lO 7:00 PM
As part of Trinity College's celebration of Black His-
tory Month, The Black Women's Theatre Group will
present "For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide
When The Rainbowe Is Enough." The performance is
by Ntozake Shange and is under the direction of Frances
Sharp. Preceding the performance, lectures will be de-
livered on February 8th and 10th by Assistant Professor
of English Margo Perkins and on February 9th by Ann
Plato Fellow Fahamisha P. Brown in Alumni Lounge of
Mather Hall. Performances are at 8:00 PM each evening
in Garmany Hall of Austin Arts Center.
Mon,Janl2 4:15 PM
Professor Andy Beedle of the Philosophy Department
will present a talk entitled "Concepts, Knowledge, and
Modal Reasoning," in McCook Hall 201.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, February 7
530 PM QxiUon guild
Sunday, February 11
1 '0 PM Fpibs-opal Holy l-uthanst
Res W h a m SUIT ClwpUin
5LY)PM Roman catholic Mass
Rev Raymond Smialowski
PERFORMS
Wed, Feb 7 7:30 PM
The Department of Theater and Dance, MetaArts, and
the Dean of the Faculty's Office are once again sponsor-
ing a Studio 47 works-in-progress presentation. Melissa
Sylvester of Trinity's in-residence Judy Dworin Perfor-
mance Ensemble and Sonia Plumb of the Sonia Plumb
Company will be featured. This event will occur in
Seabury 47 and admission is free.
Wed, Feb 7 8:30 PM
The Trinity College Latin American Studies Program
will present "Cliff Guard" in the Bistro. The brother-sis-
ter duet of Salvador and Katia Cardenal Barquere com-
bine the intimacy of family folk with the openness of
North American and British pop into their music. There
will be no cover charge for this performance,
Thurs, Feb 8 8:00 PM
Jorgensen Auditorium will present the Kiev-based
Veryovka Ukranian National Dance Company in a pre-
sentation spanning the Ukranian culture. The company
is under the direction of Anatoly Avdievsky. Tickets
range from $11 to $15 and discounts are available. For
more information, call 486-4226.
Fri, Feb 9 8:00 PM
The Charter Oak Cultural Center of Charter Oak Av-
enue in Hartford will present the Boston-based band "Sol
Y Canto." In this, their first winter performance of the
season, they will present selections from their debut al-
bum "Sancocho." Ticket prices range. Call (860) 249-
1207.
Sat, Feb 10 8:00 PM
Hartford Stage will present its premiere production
of "Loot." The show is under the direction of Bartlett
Sher and features Marina Sirtis of "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" fame. The show will run .through March
16 and ticket prices range from $22.50 to $36.50. For
more information, call the Hartford Stage Box Office at
(860) 527-5151.
Sun, Feb 11 3:00 PM
' As fan of the Trinity Organ Series, John Rose will
perform selected works of Alexander Guilmant, Felix
Mendelssohn, Myron Roberts, and J.S. Bach. Nationally
renowned Rose has been College Organist and Director
of Chapel Music since 1977. This event is free to Trinity
College faculty, staff and students.
CINESTUDIO
Get Shorty (R) Wed - Sat 7:30 PM
(1995) Directed by Barry Sonnenfeld. Screenplay by Scott Frank, based on the novel by Elmore Leonard. Music by
John Lurie. Cast; John Travolta, Gene Hackman, Rene Russo, Danny DeVito. John Travolta is definitely on a roll, as he
breezes through his performance as a dangerous but appealing con artist-slash-movie buff who idolizes Orson Welles.
When he is sent to collect a debt from a movie producer (Gene Hackman), his love of movies and knack for a good story
set the unexpected twists and turns of the plot in motion. The high voltage mystery that ensues is a tribute to the tal-
ented cast that is clearly having lots of fun with the colorful dialogue, courtesy of the original book by Elmore Leonard.
105 min.
Psycho (R) Fri-Sat 9:45 PM
(I960) Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay by Joseph Stefano, based on the book by Robert Block Cast: Janet
Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles. Music by Bernard Hermann. The first time you see Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho it is
plainly terrifying; the second time uproariously funny; and the third time, the incredible filmmaking itself becomes the
main attraction. Whatever number you are working on, Psycho is an endlessly fascinating masterpiece of suspense,
especially seeing it on the big screen and in the dark. The drama begins as a woman (Leigh) commits a robbery and hides
out in an out-of-the-way motel. Her destiny is to be greeted by desk clerk Norman Bates, played by Anthony Perkins in a
brilliant combination of vulnerability and rage. The eerie and unsettling music is a classic by the great film score com-
poser Bernard Hermann. 109 min.
The Kingdom (NR) Sun 2:00 PM; Sun-Tue 7:00 PM
(Denmark, 1994) Director: Lars Von Trier. Written by Von Trier and Tomas Gis Lason. Cast: Ernest Hugo Jaregard,
Kirsten Rolffes, Udo Kier. The visionary director of Zentwpa has made an amazing foray into the supernatural, in an epic,
story that has bowled over audiences in New York and San Francisco. The richness of the plot unfolds in a hospital in
Denmark, where an arrogant Swedish surgeon who disdains all things Danish is trying to cover up his terrible medical
mistakes. Meanwhile, a group of staff members run a secret society involving voodoo, and an elderly woman checks in to
contact the ghost of a child trapped in the building. Don't miss this unique film by Europe's most daring filmmaker!
"Denmark's answer to Twin Peaks! a comedy qfthe supernatural. .flaunts a liberated cinematic imagination" Stephen
Hblden.NewYorkTimes. .
Casino (R) Wed-Sat 7:30 PM
(1995) Director: Martin Scorsese. Written by Nicholas Pileggi and Scorsese, based on the book by Pileggi. Cast: Robert
De Niro, Sharon Stone, Joe Pesci, James Woods. The ill-fated relationship of the Mafia, an old world organization with a
baroque code of honor, with the quintessentially American Las Vegas, is fertile ground for Scorsese's electrifying new1
film. Robert De Niro stars as Frank "Lefty" Rosenthal, a cautious man whom the Mob picks to run their casinos. • Cau-
tious, that is, until he falls for the flashy Ginger McKenna, in a spectacular performance by Sharon Stone. 175 miri.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART
Fri,Feb9 7:30 PM
The Farmington Valley Arts Center is pleased to an-
nounce the opening of their latest exhibit entitled, "Cel-
ebrate With "Centered" 20th Anniversary Exhibit of
Work By Members of Connecticut Potters Cooperative
Association." The exhibit runs through March 17th and
will periodically feature lectures by participating art-
ists. Hours for the Fisher Gallery are Wednesdays
through Saturdays from 11 AM to 5 PM and Sundays 12
PM to 4 PM. For more information, contact the arts cen-
ter at (860) 678-1967.
Tues,Feb20 4:00 PM
The University of Connecticut's William Benton
Museum of Art is pleased to present a slide lecture en-
titled,."Relics, Reliquaries, and Religious Women: Visu-
alizing the Holy Virgins of Cologne." Joan A. Holliday
of the University of Texas' Department of Art and Art
History will be featured. The general public is welcome
to attend this lecture. Call (860) 486-4520 for more in-
formation.
Sun, Feb 25 2:00 PM
The University of Connecticut's William Benton
Museum of Art will present a gallery talk by the Pro-
fessor Gus Mazzocca of the University's Department of
Art and Art History. He will focus on the exhibit en-
titled, "Printmaking In America: Collaborative Prints
and Presses, 1960 -1990," which is on view through
April 6th. The general public is welcome to attend this
event. For more information on this event, call (860)
486-4520.
Through March 10
Featured at the Wiedner Gallery of the Austin Arts
Center is Patricia Tillman's. exhibition. The; various
concepts that Tillman is concerned with include life,
death, attachment, arid separation. Tillman is an assis-
tant professor in the Department of Fine Arts at Trin-
ity College. Display hours are Monday through Friday,
12:30 PM to 5:30 PM and Saturday and Sunday, 1:00 PM
to 5:00 PM. There is no admission fee.
•jfu
Poetry Contest
The Connecticut Student Poets will present the fi-
nal stage of their annual poetry contest today at 4:00
PM in the Faculty Club. Trinity College Representa-
tivejoseph Gamble will be competing against finalists
from Yale University, Wesleyan University, Eastern
Connecticut State University and St. Joseph College.
The contest gives college student poetsthe opportunity
to present their works before an audience in a competi-
tive format. A reception and refreshments will follow
the event. The college community and general public
are welcome to attend.
For Golfers Only
The American Lung Association is pleased to present
the 1996 Golf Privilege Card. For $30, golfers receive a
free round at over 30 Connecticut courses and driving
ranges. The proceeds from this card will go to benefit
the Lung Association's research and treatment pro-
grams of several lung diseases. There are also special
package deals available. For more information, please
call (800) 332-LUNG.
Be A Host To A High School Junior
The Trinity College Office of Alumni Relations is
sending out an invitation to any student who might be
interested in hosting the son or daughter of an alum-
nus or faculty member during April 21st and 22nd. This
is in conjunction with the annual College Admissions
Exploration Program, which invites high school juniors
to learn about the college admissions process and cam-
pus life. If you are interested i n volunteering, please call
Eric DeCosta in the Alumni Office at 297-2406.
Summer Fantasy Writing Workshop
New Hampshire College is pleased to announce the
creation of "Odyssey," a summer, writing workshop for
those interested in the genre of fantasy, science fiction,
and horror. The program will run for six weeks, June
17th through July 28th, on the campus of New Hamp-
shire College in Manchester, NH. It combines an inten-
sive learning and writing experience with in-depth
feedback on students' manuscripts. Application dead-
line is April l.st For an application or more informa-
tion, contact Jeanne Cavelos at (603) 547-3530.
ALLBEV.
Thursday, February 8
11:00 PM Comesee"TheRoad Warrior," star-
ring Mel Gibson on the big TV
screen in the Cave.
Friday, February 9
9:00 PM Craig Karges will be featured at the
Bistro. He is a specialist with illu-
sionary displays and psychic hap
penings.
9:00 PM TCAC presents a party featuring
"Buffalo Tom" and "Wakmink" in
the Washington Room. The party
will go until 1:00 AM and the cover
charge is $5.00 for Trinity students.
10:00 PM As part of the McCook film series,
Ice Cube's hit movie "The Glass
Shield" will be shown in the audi-
torium.
10:00 PM Tuxedo Junction of Danbury, CT
will be featuring the sounds of
"The Nerds." Cover charge is $5.00.
Call (203) 748-2561 for more infor-
mation.
Saturday, February 10
8:00 PM The Hartford Country Dance will
feature a Contra Dance with mu-
sic by Christine Hale at the First
Church Of Christ in West Hart
ford. Admission is $8.00 for the
general public and $4.00 for begin-
ners and students. Call (860) 231-
8999.
8:45 PM SLRC will sponsor a trip to a laser
lightshow entitled "Laser's Edge"
featuring the music of REM, Toad
the Wet Sprocket, Foo Fighters and
more. Tickets are $2.00ibr Trinity
students.
10:00 PM Tuxedojunction of Danbury, CT
will be featuring the sounds of
"Foam." Coverchargeis$5.00. Call
(203)748-2561.
Note: The Student Activities Office is always pleased
to offer Trinity students Showcase Cinema tickets for
the reduced price of $3.00. If interested, visit die Stu-
dent Life Resource Center in Mather Hall or call Beth
lean at 297-2171
Now PLAYING
E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call 232-2820
All times are valid through Thursday, February 8
Father Of the Bride 2 (PG) 7:15 PM, 9:40 PM
The American President (PG-13) 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
Showcase C i n e m a - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 senior citizens and children
For schedule information, call 666-1401
All times valid through Thursday, February 8
Sabrina (PG) 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
Father Of the Bride 2 (PG-13) 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM
Two If By Sea (R) 7:20 PM, 9:30 PM
Showcase C i n e m a - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, February 8
White Squall (PG-13) 1:20PM, 4:15 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:20 AM
Waiting to Exhale (R) 1:25 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:15 AM
Twelve Monkeys (R) 1:00 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:25 AM .
Toy Story (G) 12:55 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:00 PM
The Juror (R) 12:30 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:25 AM
Screamers (R) 4:35 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:10 AM
Restoration (R) 12:35 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:20 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:30 AM
Jumanji (PG) 1:30 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:40 PM, 11:45 PM
Heat (R) 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:30 PM . . ,
Grumpier Old Men (PG-13) 12:00 PM, 2:00 PM '
Eye For An Eye (R) 1:10 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:40 PM
Dusk Till Dawn (R) 2:50 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:55 PM, 12:20 PM
Dunston Checks In (PG) 12:35 PM, 2:35 PM l n l « D w n n = *w
Don't Be A Menace (R) 12:30 PM, 2:30 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:50 PM, 1015 PM 12.05 AM
Black Sheep (PG-13) 12:40 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:00 AM
Biodome (PG-13) 9:20 PM, 11:25 PM




Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Panama
City, Daytona, Padre
**Great low, low prices
**Free Trip on only 15 sales
Call For a FREE information packet!










TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
ATTENTION BIKE ENTHUSIASTS!
Choice Courier Systems is currently
hiring bike messengers to make deliveries
in the downtown Hartford area. If you
enjoy bicycling, are courteous, ambitious,
and responsible, with a neat appearance,
then we have a job for you! Excellent
potential for solid income. Must have own
bicycle. If interested, please call Bob at
296-1005
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A Dated Story, 'The Rivals' Still Entertains Audiences
BY AMY SHACKEIFORD
Features Editor
As a requirement for one of
my classes, I had to see The Ri-
vals at Hartford Stage Com-
pany, 1 have seen several shows
there and enjoyed them all, so
this assignment was hardly a
burden. However, after not be-
ing picked up by my cab and
entering che show ten minutes
late, I was not sure how enthu-
siastic I was going to be about
this performance.
I tried to settle into the perfor-
mance and since I had actually
read the play itself, I was abreast
of what was taking place. The
first aspect of the performance
that caught my eye was the use
of color. The costumes were all
brightly colored and cheerful.
There was a generous use of red,
pink, blue and purple. The
scenery was simple, yet intri-
cate. The walls were painted as
a light blue sky and the floor
was covered in astroturf.
The Rivals, written in 1775 by
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, is
dated in content, yet the cos-
tumes and scenery only helped
to bring out the vibrance of the
language. There were minor
changes made in the script to
update it, but none were out of
place or grossly distorted from
the original.
for the greater part of the first
half, I was skeptical of the pro-
duction's success. It was obvi-
ous that the audience found it
amusing, but I was initially dis-
turbed by the lack of dimension
in the characters.
As the play progressed, I be-
gan to realize that due to the era
The greatest liberation was in the actors'
performances. Each actor took something
different from each character and built on
that aspect
The greatest liberation was in
the actors' performances. Each
actor took something different
from each character and built
on that aspect. I did not find
any of the actors' portrayals to
be multi-dimensional, but I felt
that the characters in The Ri-
vals did not demand that sort
of representation. The humor
of the play was brought out
more by the exaggerated emo-
tions and physicality of the ac-
tors.
1 must admit, however, that
and content of The Rivals, the
method utilized was the most
successful. If there had been
intricate character portrayal, it
is quite possible that the true
wit and humor of the play
would have been lost in the eyes
of a modern audience.
The direction of movement
was another aspect of The Ri-
vals that was thoroughly im-
pressive and amazingly
intricate. Inseveralinstances.it
seemed as if the actors were en-
gaged in a dance of movement
and sound. Words and gestures
were used between characters
to express moods and meanings
that, without this choreogra-
phy, would have been bland,
even unidentifiable or meaning-
less.
1 found all of the actors excit-
ing and entertaining to watch,
although I was disappointed
with the character of Sir Lucius
O'Trigger.
The program explains that
when Sheridan initially intro-
duced his play, it was rejected
because audiences were of-
fended and disturbed by the
shocking portrayal of O'Trigger.
The character was, in turn,
toned down and the play was
re-released as a success. Al-
though audiences in 1775 may
have been offended by a more
evil, horrible O'Trigger, I would
have found it more appropriate
in 1996. I felt as if Adam
LeFevre was underplaying the
character, but I now realize that
it was merely underwritten.
This was truly the only as-
pect of The Rivals that disap-
pointed me. The representation
of the character Fag, a servant
to the main character, Captain
Absolute, was modernized in
that Robert Newton played him
as a stereotypical homosexual.
It was humorous, but difficult
to adjust to at first.
Having read the play,
I expected him to be portrayed
as merely a servant, but this
added a new dimension to the
character and seemed to play
more on the name given to ser-
vants at the time, rather than
the character's given traits. Al-
though I was hesitant about the
appeal of this direction for Fag,
it succeeded in being humorous,
but little more than that.
The Rivals plays for close to
three hours, but it does not seem
that long. It moves rapidly and
the actors' intensity keeps the
audience moving through some
rather difficult material and
leaves them begging for more. I
applaud the entire cast of The
Rivals and director Mark
Lamos on a highly successful
and entertaining performance.




Tiny Sisters In The
Enormous Land by The Bebe
Miller Company was brought
to the Austin Arts Center on
Friday and Saturday. The per-
formance -was an- iruer.psetive
dunce piece which combined
visual imagery, speaking, sing-
ing, and complex dancing tech-
niques.
Early in the.week, I had seen
many table tents covering.
Mather. These advertisements
had described the Bebe Miller
company as "evocative and
quirky".
Enthralled by the idea of a
famous dance company and
their performance piece, 1 had
great expectations as I entered
Goodwin Theater on Friday
night.
Unfortunately my expecta-
tions were not fulfilled. The
dance was almost incompre-
hensible and confusing.
I thought I would enjoy the
can cut our love in two."
The piece begins with the
company dancing slowly as a
female performer broke into the
repetition of the phrase with
most of the dancers chiming in
The dancing was good and very well
choreographed, but combining multiple
visual effects was not the best way to
represent the abstraction behind the piece.
dance, but because of the repeti-
tive phrases and the non-relat-
ing visual images behind the
dances, I was often distracted. -
My eyes did not know where to
focus nor what 1 should be con-
centrating on.
The piece of the dance that
struck me most involved the
repetition of the phrase "Roses
are red/ Violets are blue/ If you







For more information, please contact:
Boston University international Programs
232 Bay State Road, Box Q, Boston, MA, 02215
E-Mail: abtoad9bu.edu
World Wide Web: http://web.bu.edu/abroad
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution. I
FRANCE AUSTRALIA RUSSIA ENGLAND §§:
on the last two lines of the
stanza.' This repetition of the
movements and this phrase
played with my emotions and
dragged me into the presenta-
tion. Unfortunately I was en-
ticed for only a few moments of
the entire piece.
• Often,! glanced at my watch
and would shift in my seat. This
was culture, and for some rea-
son I wasn't appreciating it.
Many people seem to insist
that culture, as embodied in art,
should be appreciated without
question. This feeling was never






The dancing was good and
very well choreographed, but I
do not think that the combina-
tion of multiple visual effects
was the best way to incorporate
and display the abstract con-
cept the company wished to
represent.
The costumes were well done
and floated about the perfomer
as they danced. There was no
scenery, a visual aspect that
proved interesting and confus-
ing. This is not a critique of Bebe
Miller or her dance company,
but just a mere complaint of one
viewer who just didn't get the
piece.
Art is definitely a subjective
medium.
Studio 47 Returns In March
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
The tradition of an open fo-
rum for artists in the dance de-
partment at Trinity continues
next month with another Stu-
dio 47 performance in Seabury
Hall.
Studio 47 showcases the
works-in-progress of severeal
Trinity dancers and choreogra-
phers, including some alumni.
Trinity's own Judy Dworin
Dance Ensemble performed at
the last Studio 47. On March
6th, the work of choreographers
Rebecca Lazier and Mary
Barnett will appear.
The point of the open work-
shops is to demonstrate a dance
which is not completely fin-
ished in the mind of the artist
who is engaged in the some-
times frustrating process of cre-
ating it. , . • • • • • . .
The audience, then, is a vital
part of the Studio 47 experience.
Though audience members
do not participate in the actual
performances, there is a ques-
tion-and-answer period at the
conclusion of the evening's per-
formances. During this impor-
tant session, members of the
audience are invited and en-
couraged to contribute their
criticisms and comments.
The idea is to get people to
express their basic reactions to
each piece; whether it be emo-
tional or technical.
Once the artist has heard the
reactions of those in the audi^
ence, he or she can decide how
better to develop the dance. A\-
though not every suggestion
will become a part of the fin-'
, ished work, the audeince's com-
ments can at least give the
choreographer a general direc-
tion to follow when thinking
about possible changes.
The great thing about the Stu-
dio 47 experience is that art is
given meaning partly through
the participation of the people
viewing the art.
The observers can actually
take part in the artistic process
as it happens. In the final analy-
sis, this makes for a more devel-
oped and complex piece of
work.
Even if you are not familiar at
all with dance, and feel you have
nothing to say about the art
form itself, you are welcome at
the Studio 47 performances.
Studio 47 is a unique tradi-
tion that has yet to capture the
fascination of the Campus as a
whole. However, the perfor-
mances are usually packed, and
the dancers of ten have to step
around audience members as
they make their way to the floor
where they perform.
If you have never taken part
in this special tradition, come!
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'Devil In A Blue Dress' Showcases Talent Of Don Cheadle
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
Devil in a Blue Dress is the kind of
movie that surprises you. The previews
did not excite me about seeing it, but I
am the type of person who will watch a
really awful movie just to understand the
vision of the director behind it. I will
watch almost anything.
Though Cinestudio did not attract a
huge number of people to come and see
this, I would recommend it as a slightly
ironic mystery. Set in California just af-
ter World War II. Devil in a Blue Dress
stars Denzel Washington as the reluctant
private detective, Ezerkiel "Easy"
Rawlins; the setting lends the movie a
historical point of view.
One of the best aspects of the story
(adapted from a book in the Easy
Rawlins series) was the frank way it
dealt with issues of race.
However, surpassing everything else
about the film, and outstaging Washing-
ton himself, was a clever, funny perfor-
mance by Don Cheadle. Cheadle, who
may be best known for his part as the
district attorney on the CBS show "Picket
Fences", proves beyond a doubt that he
is an actor who deserves to be more
widely recognized.
His character, Mouse, is a charming,
impetuous Texan who would be laugh-
able if he weren't always toting a gun. Or
two.
Mouse is an old friend of Easy's. Easy,
who is looking for a job so that he can
make his mortgage payments, agrees to
find a woman called Daphne Monet for
a gangster with political connections.
Unbeknownst to him, he becomes en-
tangled in a web of crime and lies that
threaten to land him in jail for a murder
he did not commit.
morals wrestle with his practical side.
As the story progresses, the amazing
sets, with vintage '40s cars and clothes,
unspoiled California lawns with palm
trees and dark, smoky jazz clubs hidden
in back rooms above the street, take a
backseat to the cultural questions under-
lying most of the movie.
The issue of race—of cultural identity,
and of equality in a diverse world—per-
meates everything in the movie, but does
Cheadk's character, Mouse, is a charming, impetuous
Texan who would be laughable if he weren't always
toting a gun. Or two.
Because he is African-American, the
police who question him feel free to ha-
rass and beat him.
Facing trouble on all fronts, Rawlins
calls his friend Mouse to come and help
him. Easy needs someone to watch his
back, someone who is not afraid to shoot,
. One of the interesting things about the
friendship between Easy and Mouse is
the difference in their personalities.
Mouse tries to go straight, but he can-
not help firing his gun every once in
awhile, usually in conjunction with
some sort of joke. Easy, however, is calm,
dignified, and quietly confident. The
contrast in their characters makes for
tension on the screen, also visible in
Washington's character alone, as his
not come to its climax until one of the
final scenes. This is when the woman
Easy has been searching for, Daphne
Monet, is rejected by her white lover be-
cause he has discovered she is of mixed
background.
The sad part of this scene is Daphne's
confidence that the man she loves will
accept her, whatever the consequences
(he is running for mayor).
She is betrayed not only by him but by
her own idealism, her wish to fit in some-
where. Her ending is ambiguous. As
Rawlins says, "I suppose she was just
looking for somewhere to belong." It is
left up to the audience to decide whether
she will or not.
Easy, however, is happy. He packs the
murderous Mouse, $3,500 richer, into a
cab, calls a friend over to play cards and
continues tending the trees in his yard.
As the movie ends, the camera pans
out to show Easy's neighborhood. It is a
prosperous, middle-class street, neat and
clean.
The people are friendly and have
formed a community together, rather
than just a string of houses in close prox-
imity to one another. The audience of
Devil in a Blue Dress cannot help but re-
flect on what kind of a statement that
makes on racial issues today.
What was fascinating about this story,
especially when viewed in the context
of most American movies today, was the
number of different emotional and topi-
cal levels it worked on, simultaneously.
The historical aspect of the film, dealt
primarily with the issues of racism and
political corruption in the uncertainty of
postwar America.
There is also the Califronia theme,
which gave the whole story a tinge of
mystery and glamour; the California of
the late forties and early fifties is
protrayed as a fresh, unspoiled place, at
least in terms of geography. The spheres
of power and the night life, however, are
shown in all their gritty glory.
The story was fundamentally a mur-
der mystery, with the dilemma of a
framed and seemingly powerless man at
its center.
Hartford Stage To Present loot', Starring Marina Sirtis
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
From February 10th to March 16th, the
Hartford Stage company will present an
unconventional mystery production
called "Loot." The play stars (among oth-
around the death of a wealthy old
woman, and the arrangements for her
funeral. Robbers dig through the walls
of the undertaker's business and into the
bank where she and her money are be-
ing held temporarily. Thus the money
and the body mysteriously disappear.
"Loot" is something of a special story.
such predecessors as Wilde and Coward,
fashioning a modern British wit within
his plays that went along with the pro-
gressive attitudes of the decade. Director
Bartlett Sher describes the production as
"feverishly funny," saying that "Loot" and
the playwright who crafted it "had no
need for normal structures of assur-
ances" about life. For further informatio,
call 527-5151.
to explode the confines of whatever artistic boundaries
he felt assailed him.
ers) the actress Marina Sirtis, who played
Counselor Troi on the "Star Trek: The
Next Generation" television series. "Loot"
is described as "dark and outrageous
comedy" by Mark Lamos, the Artistic
Director for Hartford Stage.
The plot of the production centers
Written in the '60s by Joe Orton, who
lived the turbulent life of a typical six-
ties dedicant, enjoying himself thor-
oughly. Its humor seeks to break the
boundaries of traditional comedy.
Lamos describes Orton as the play-
wright who carried on the traditions of
Zion Gallery
(Next door to the View)





Thursday, February 8th -
Special Musical Guest:
"Pete, Will, and Jenks"
9PtJ)
finest examples of the






Meet the Legendary brother-sister combo,
Salvador and Katia CardenaB Barquero, fifth
generation Nicaraguan—as they combine the
intimacy of family folk traditions, the gentil-
ity of classical heritage, and British pop into
their music
cosP077S0Ret> By cbe BISCRO , .
i , _4~ AcneRiCAT) scuoies PRoqRAon of
CRipicy coLLeqe
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Gang Member Turned Poet Coming In March
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Features Editor
This semester the Trinity College Po-
etry Center welcomes poet in residence,
Luis Rodriguez. A journalist, poet, and
credit, Rodriguez's success is unique and
admirable for many reasons. He grew up
in Watts and East Los Angeles and by the
age of twelve, he was an experienced
gang member. Being in this environ-
ment, Rodriguez as a young
adultwitnessed horrific violence and
crime that often claimed his friends and
family members as victims.
Instead of becoming embittered by
this environment, Rodriguez used his
experiences to grow as a writer. Using
in this workshop. A bus will be provided
to pick up the students from their school,
bring them to Trinity, and bring them
back to school at the workshop's conclu-
sion.
In addition to holding these work-
shops, Rodriguez will be publicly read-
ing selections of his poetry in the Boyer
Auditorium on March 7 and 12. His
books of poetry include, "Poems Across
the Pavement," and "The Concrete River,"
and his latest book is, "Always Running:
La Vida Doca, Gang Days in L.A.," a non-
fiction account of growing up in Watts
and East L.A.
Rodriguez has received enormous
praise and acclaim for his writing. He
has won numerous book awards includ-
ing the 1993 Carl Sandburg Award, for
He grew up in Watts and East Los Angeles and by
the age of twelve, he was an experienced gang
member...Instead of becoming embittered by this
environment, Rodriguez used his experiences to grow
as a writer.
the tools of education and writing, he
found a way out of the barrio and now
tries to encourage other youths in simi-
lar situations to do the same.
He conducts workshops in homeless
shelters, edits materials written by the
homeless, teaches poetry in elementary
schools and prisons, and tutors migrant
workers in upstate New York, Spanish-
speaking parents in the Pilsen barrio of
Chicago and troubled youth in Roger's
Park, also in Chicago's southside.
While at Trinity, Rodriguez will be
holding a poetry workshop for Hartford
high school students. The workshop is
sponsored by the Poetry Center and will
take place for four days while Rodriguez
is here. Students from. Hartford Bigh
School, Buckley Vligh, and "Weaver High
School will be participating in these
workshops.
There will be six or seven students
from each school chosen to participate
Non-Fiction. The New York Times wrote
. about the writer, "Rodriguez's account of
his coming of age is vivid, raw...fierce,
and fearless.,.Here's truth no television
set, burning night and day, could ever
begin to offer."
Besides achieving acclaim in the
United States, Rodriguez has lectured
and read in Paris and contributed to a
reading tour with five other American
poets that appeared in Germany, Hol-
land and Austria
The Trinity community is given a rare
opportunity to listen to and converse
with such a rare and unique talent as
Luis Rodriguez.
He welcomes interaction and discus-
sion with, students, so be suje, not to miss
his stay a t Trinity and take advantage of
his willingness to talk about his life and
poetry.
Luis Rodriguez will be at Trinity
March 5 through 15.. •; •
Summer '96








Tlsch School of the Arts, the premier center for
the performing and media arts, is offering the
following programs, taught by Tisch faculty and
prominent international artists. J
The Arts in London
July 1-26
Pour-week program features Introduction to
the Arts in London, an interdisciplinary course
in art, film, architecture, theatre, and photog-
raphy. Developing the Dramatic Idea for





Seven-week intensive in contemporary acting,
performance, and dance techniques. Train with
international theatre and dance professionals
during the Holland Festival.
For more information, call
1-800-771-4NYU, ext. 855.
New York University it an ntfirmolm oction/tqunl opportunity institution.
Luis Rodriguez will be Trinity's poet in residence March 5 -15.
He will be reading for the community on March 7 and 12.
Thosel
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Fat Tuesday Profiled...
Mardi Gras At Trinity?
BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Features Writer
Last Thursday night, while waiting in
line for my Aqua Health, the din of my
fellow Mather diners seemed to be speak-
ing to me. Ever had a Din speak to you?
Don't worry about it if you haven't, after
all, I am just making this up. "Mardi
Gras," said the Din, "Marrrrdi
Grahhhhh..."
"Marty's bra?" I said, trying to look cool
while talking to myself, "Who said that?"
"No, not 'bra' you freak, 'Gras,'" I could
sense tension in the Din's voice. "As in
New Orleans? The biggest party in North
America? Ever heard of it?"
"Of course," I said.
"Good. It is coming up in a couple of
Don't Ever Shower But Just Play
Nintendo All Day" float and the "Mail
Room Mob" float. Of course, we'll also
have to have a float of the Bishop, larger
than life, made of paper flowers, and do-
ing that pose that he does so well. And
each "merged" Greek organization will
have floats too (the Pathfinder float, the
Beemer float, the giant hockey stick, the
paper-mache bong...).
Just like the real Mardi Gras, the folks
here riding the floats will throw off
beads to the crowd. Little plastic beads
at Mardi Gras are like money. Don't ask
me why, they just are. People go bezerk
for these beads. Women undress in pub-
lic for these beads. Couples have broken
up over bead arguments.
I went to Mardi Gras one year in high
school and stole beads from a 10 year -
Maybe just thinking about a warm New Orleans and
all its excesses could melt the winter doldrums right
out of Hartford. Man, what we all wouldn't give to
take a week off and party in the City of Parties.
Better yet, let's do something here to honor Fat Tuesday.
weeks. Remember it. Honor it. Pay hom-
age to it in the Tripod!' It was 6:15, the din
was growing louder.
"But nobody reads Tripod articles past
this paragraph."
"Well, nobody from here is actually
going to go, are they? Do it." Needless to
say, the Din had a point. Maybe just
thinking about a warm New Orleans and
all its excesses Could melt the winter
doldrums right out of Hartford. Man,
what we all wouldn't give to take a week
off and party in the City of Parties. Bet-
ter yet, let's do something here to honor
Fat Tuesday.
1 can see it now: Every day for a week,
we. ̂ te«^ta*^-ao4 o&M&
floats from different campus organiza-
tions and peoples will parade down the
Long Walk. There'll be the "People Who
old girl. They are intoxicating. I could try
to explain it, but if you have gotten this
far in the article, I can't risk losing you
now. So you spend all week col-
lecting beads, and on Thursday night in
Mather, it would be Bead Night. Instead
of boring old tickets, you could trade in
beads for a proportional portion of beef
tips and a green vegetable in oil. Yeah, it
would be great...
"So, are you going to honor Mardi Gras
or not?" asked the Din.
"We'll see," Ireplied. My turn for spar-
kling water had come, but the machine
was out of bubbles. I took this as a sign,
and told the Din to never mind and ask
iave"a paper antfan exam due next
Thursday anyway.
Fat-Free Tuesday?,.,
Olestra: Fat Of The Future
BY HELEN LIMONCELU
Features Writer
The FDA's Food Advisory Commit-
tee is considering the approval of a
new additive that will replace fat in
foods like potato chips, crackers, and
other snacks. Proctor and Gamble has
spent 200 million dollars and 25 years
of research in order to develop this
"fake fat" called olestra. They plan to
use this additive to market a new kind
of Pringles and also sell the additive
to other snack food companies to use
in their snacks.
your system and exit the body.
Actually, it's not as simple as it
seems. There is problem that many
doctors and rtutritionalists say will
arise as olestra passes through the di-
gestive system. In the stomach and
the intestines, olestra will combine
with other foods you have recently
eaten and have begun to digest
Any fat-soluble nutrients in this
food will likely bind to the olestra and
pass out of your body along with it
This means, thatyou will lose essen-
tial vitamins and, caroterioids. To-
combat • this -effect, Proctor and
Gamble plans to fortify qlestra-coh-.
There is problem thai many doctors and nutrittonaHsts
say will arise..<olesira will combine with other foods
you have recently eaten and have begun to digest..This
means that you will lose essential vitamins and
carotenaids.
Unlike today's popular low-fat
snacks; which are usually baked in-.
' stead of fried in oil, the new products
will be fried in olestra. This will re-
sult in chips and cheese doodles just
as tasty and greasy as the regular
shacks but completely "fat-free" from
your body's point of view.
This i,s how it works: Olestra is a
sucrose polyester, a molecule com-
prised pi a sugar with fatty acids, re-
sulting in a compound that is much,
larger than normal fat used in greasy
snacks. Its large size is-what makes
olestra revolutionary, It-is too large to
be digested, and therefore, is calorie-
free. Olestra will simply pass through
taming foods with vitamins E, A, D,
: and'K. - • •
However, what will still be missing
are carotenoids, such as be ta-carotene,
which are naturally found in fruits
and vegetables are widely believed to
be disease-fighting.
One other "gastrointestinal effect"
of olestra is its tendency to act as a
laxative if eaten in excess. Proctor and
Gamble plans for their olestra-con-
taining foods to carry a warning label
so that, the consumer may avoid this
"side-effect"
"We shall soon, see if olestra will be
approved by the FDA. If it is, we will
. enter a new era of fat-free products.
Madame Zorindel
Reads The Stars For You...
AQUARIUS
JAN 2O - FE.B IS
Alright, you've been good this week.
You're probably still upset that I
didn't reveal my knowledge to you
last week, but chances are you found
out for yourself. I must say, this week
is looking pretty good too. Jupiter's
presence is intense this week and you
will feel like you can conquer the
world. You can't, but you may be able
to conquer that redhead you've had
your eye on. Hey, with the luck
you've had, you can't complain.
PiSCES
fE.5J5>-MAR2O
So, how was your weekend? Sucked,
huh? That's alright, there is a full
moon on the tenth and this is a lucky
sign for you, Pisces. A visitor from the
past will enter your life and change
the string of bad luck you've been
having for a while now. Don't try any
funny stuff with them. I know, you
like the kinky stuff, but they won't.
Just go easy, relax and let it happen.
And oh how it will happen.
ARIES
MAR21 -APR i?
The real thing is finally entering
your life on the ninth! No more
drueling over computer images or
finding satisfaction only in taudry
sex novels...Ok, you'll still do that, but
this week you'll have someone to talk
them a chance; you have a future
with them. If you get impatient,
however, just cool off. Drive them
away, and it's more lonely hours
spent with your good friend, flaccid.
TAURUS
Am 20 - MAY 20
You haven't felt so well this week, but
get over it. Take yourself by the horns
and get your lazy butt into gear. You
actually got lucky last week so why
not be happy about it? And if you
didn't get lucky, I have lost faith in
you. Everyone knows how stubborn
and bullish you can be, but come on!
You're young, so get out there and
enjoy it. If you haven't improved your
situation by next week, romantic
doom is in your chart.
GEMINI :.
MAY 21 -JUN2O
One suggestion for this week: wear
plaid. Your future mate loves plaid
and this will attract them to you. Do
yourself a favor though, don't mix
plaids, your mate is not into tacky. Of
course, it's well known that Gemini's
have little if no flair for fashion, so ge t
one of your friends to.help dress




Go crazy! That's right Cancer, the
animal in you will finally have a
chance to escape this week. The 8th
is your lucky day this week. (That's
Thursday, I know most of you need
help in this area). All of your harny
Gemini friends will be asking you for
their help dressing. Ignore them, and •„
go for their friend, the Leo.
LEO
JUL25-AUG22
Leo the Lion...or Lioness. And a lion
you are this week. A shy and unas-
suming Cancer will be eyeing you so
quit sulking over your past failures
and sink your claws into this one.
They will showeryou with attention
and compliments and will bring out
your animalistic bedroom manners.
What else could a true Leo hope for?
Well, maybe to be the center of the




What does it take to get you into gear,
a sign from God?! Some people need
to be beaten in the head to get them
into gear, but even that's not enough
for you Virgos. The 11th will be your
big day, so don't blow it. Yes, the 11th
is a Sunday, and I don't care if you
have homework...No one else here
does it, why should you?
LlbRA
SOT 25 -OCT 22
Despite your incessant complaining
and whining, you will meet someone
this week who will be strangely
drawn to this. They will find every
aspect of you acceptable and even
cute. Inessence, they are your soul
mate. You will get bored, however,
because they will be too perfect.
You'll have nothing to coplain about,
&tnerstott& ofcyottt exist-
ence will be lost.
SCORPIO
OCX 25-NOV 21
Uh-oh, last week didn't go so well, did
it? What is with you lately, you just
seem to keep ticking people off con-
stantly. I know, I know, you hooked
up, but were you happy about it? I
guess that Libra wasn't as insatiable
as the charts predicted. Hey, there's
room for error in everything, espe-
cially when Libras are involved...
they're so unpredictable. Keep your
eye on a bitter Sagittarius though,
they will need you to mend their




Alright, get over your, self pity. For-
get trying to find the right mate, let
them come to you. There will be a sly
Scorpio peeking over your shoulder
this week. Let them in if you have a
use for them...and oh, what a use you
will have, areful of there stinging tail.
I you immense sexual satisfaction, but
it can also sting you right in the butt
when you least expect it.
CAPRICORN
DEC22-JAN I?
You've been trying to be positive and
you've actually succeeded in being
fairly sociable. Your efforts will pay,
off this week. On the 10th, Venus has
a strong presence and you will be the
most charming and attractive you've
ever been. Go out! Take the town!
You won't get another chance like
this.in a long time, so use your fleet-
ing charms as generously and gro-
tesquely as you can...Get nasty!
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Does Dating Exist At
Trinity? Well, Sort Of
BY KERRI MULLEN
Features Writer
Once upon a time, there was a pretty-
young girl who decided to go to college.
While she was attending the college of
her dreams;she met a equally handsome
young man. They fell in love. They got
married.
If you believe that this could possibly
happen to you, you are fatally wrong. I
hate to be the one to break it to you, but
baby, you're not in Kansas anymore. You
are at Camp Trin-Trin. Home of the
hook-up, home of the one night stand.
While there may be one couple scat-
tered per class, the hard cold reality is
that in all likelihood this will not hap-
again. This cycle continues until either
the pretty young girl or the equally
handsome young man decide to chase
another.
What we do here cannot be called dat-
ing. I prefer to call it "The Trinity
Shuffle." Talk to your friends, and you
will see that by junior or senior year, you
will have hooked up with many of the
same people. We are all one big, happy,
interbred family.
We wander around, searching for
someone or something to make us happy.
Sometimes we hook up. Sometimes we
have sex. Some of us are even lucky
enough to settle for one of those ideal
"friends that have sex" things. Eventu-
ally, you find out they don't work either.
And unfortunately men, I cannot
You're not in Kansas anymore. You are at Camp
Trin-Trin. Home of the hook-up, home of the one
night stand...We are all one big, happy, interbred family.
We wander around, searching for someone or
something to make us happy.
pen to you. And while I would love to
blame men for this, the fault lies with
both sexes.
This was a truth I did not wane to be-
lieve. I fought it with every waking
breath. "Blame the men, blame the
men..." went through my head every day.
So 1 did an independent study to find out
the truth. Guess what? (And this will
be no news flash.) Nobody here really
wants a relationship. Or if they do, they
don't want it with the kind of people
who want to have one with them.
Enter phone calls, love letters, games
of seduction, manipulations oE the
mind, love triangles, hate mail, and
death threats. Generally iri that order. It
seems to be how we do things here. If
someone doesn't want to, or isn't capable
of giving us what we want from them,
the most likely choices become either
self destruction, self loathing, or, my per-
sonal favorite, destruction of the party
that did you wrong.
. Once upon a time, there was a pretty
young girl who decided to go to college.
While she was attending the college of
her dreams, she met a equally handsome.
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blame you. You are as much a victim as
we are in this cruel game of college life.
We are all caught in the cycle that every-
one is afraid to break out of. And for
those of you who do break out, good luck
trying to find another who has.
The way I look at it, we, as a college
community, have a few choices. The first:
Give up. Wait until after college to find
Mr./Ms. Right. The second: Go with it.
Hook up. Have sex. Sleep around if you
want to. Do whatever feels good at the
time, providing the other party is con-
sensual. The third: TRY COMMUNICA-
TION. If the person you are with does
not want the same things that ypi} do,
GEt'OUt. iAbanc3oh!ai!p:,:becausetHis
one will go down fast and you certainly
don't want to get caught in the wreck-
age.
Picture this: Once upon a time, there
was a pretty young girl who decided to
go to college. While she was attending
the college of her dreams, she met a
equally handsome young man at the Tap.
They hook up. They pretty young girl
then realizes that this handsome young
man will never say, "You know, tonight I
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Top Ten
Ways To Stay Warm At Trinity
10. Inhale lots of smoke from the nearest fire. (Hold as
long as possible.)
9. Rent 91/2 weeks. (Alone or with a partner. If alone,
bring kleenex.)
8. Exercise (Sex Sex Sex!!!! 400 calories a pop.)
7. Build an igloo. Drink until you pass out.
6. Sit on your radiator. Drink until you pass out.
5. Cuddle with Del & Bistro Jane.
4, Study Abroad. Australia, Bali, Hawaii, just get the
hell out of Hartford.
3. Threesome!
2. Think of Chris Farley naked for that warm fuzzy
feeling.
1. Make a bonfire of Tripods.
AVOIDING PLAGIARISM
This workshop js designed for writers who are concerned with inadvert-
ently plagiarizing the words or ideas of another. This session will offer
practical guidelines for using sotirces effectively and correctly. We will
discuss mistakes writers sometimes make while researching and writing
that can lead tp plagiajism and explore go<$ no^taking, paraphrasing,
r ;.o^A^™^«wi»ikSiw^^ We will also
Presented by
Cindy Butos
Assistant Director of the Writing Center
Of f ered at two times
Thursday, February 8,1996 at noon
or
Wednesday, February 14,1996 at noon
Held at
Writing Center at 115 Vernon St
To reserve a .spot m one oj ihc sessions, call KimJanczuck at 297-2036;
RETURN OF THE BUND DATE REVIEW!!
SEMESTER WE ARE NOT ONLy SENDING VOU TO RESTAURANTS, BUT TO CLUB5 AND
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In Response to "One Mentor Descri bes Her Freshman Year Revisited".
Sweet Revenge: The Freshmen Fight Back
BY LAURA BLACKWELL
Features Writer
Well there Amy, you ticked a
lot of people off. Amy lives in
Frobb and is one of six other
upperclassmen to inhabit this
first-year dorm. Basically, that
means by writing an article
bashing freshmen - she angered
nearly all her neighbors. Now,
Amy means well. From her per-
spective, the article was "funny,"
and she had to write it to fill up
the Features page last week.
Some how, the 60 or so Frobb
Freshmen did not take it as be-
ing quite so humorous.
She basically called fresh-
men annoying , though she
erywhere, some of what she
said was basically true, and
now I can see it as funny, sort of.
The fact that we Frobbians
have made Amy's life a living
hell for the last week, somehow
makes it funnier. Oh yes Amy,
you can write articles till you
turn blue - we "strange crea-
tures" who "love to share" and
"travel in packs," are not with-
out retaliation skills. Oh yes,
last week as we were "walking
in packs every where,""chatting
the whole way," we devised a
little friendly mentor bashing
agenda of our own.
Let's just say that now there
are signs, all over the hall, with
arrows pointing to "the moody
mentor on the third floor who
...we "strange creatures" who "love to
share" and "travel in packs," are not
without retaliation skills....from where I
sit right now, in my tiny third floor double,
with my door open and my friends down
the hall, I think that frosh life - particularly
Frobb life - is pretty darn good.
• * • » • •
Frohmann-Robb. The area opf much controvery this past week over Amy
Shackelford's article, "One Mentor Describes Her Freshman Year Revisited."
carefully points out that she
never used that word , describ-
ing how we constantly need
buddies to go everywhere, and
have to share all our problems
with other freshmen before we
can function in life. '
And though I was every bit as
offended at hearing my mentor
say things like this (and there
were sections of the article that
I'm sure were specifically about
me) as were other freshmen ev-
doesn't answer the door even
though she's in." And we have
dug up every ounce of dirt we
know about Amy and posted it
around the dorm.
Also, let's not forget the part
of her article where she de-
scribes late-night conversations
that take place outside her door.
Now I know, that I have been a
main offender in this depart-
ment before Amy wrote the ar-
ticle- But now, rest assured that
not a day goes by when I and a
group of friends don't sit by
Amy's door, yelling out -
"Gotham or the View?! Gotham
or the View?!" discussing very
loudly, as she accused us of, our
"social options."
We tried to have her arrested
and held without bail on the
'Jail and Bail" day, and now if we
see her on the Long Walk or in
Mather, we rush up to her, break
up whatever conversation she
might be in, and give her a big
old hug and a kiss just to show
her how much we chatty, ener-
getic freshmen, love to "share"
with our mentor.
Soon we will tire of interfer-
ing in Amy's life, but for now,
revenge is sweet. Underneath it
all, I think she's a good mentor
and I might've found the article
funny, if it hadn't been about
me. Probably when we
Frobbians are upperclassmen,
we'll think that freshman
dorms are annoying too.
But personally, from where 1
sit right now, in my tiny third
floor double, with my door
open and my friends down the
hall, 1 think that frosh life - par-
ticularly Frobb life.- is pretty
darn good.
We may be loud, travel in
packs, and have to drink with
the door shut, but there's a
whole lot of love in this dorm,
and right now, I wouldn't trade
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"This win against Williams
was a huge turning point for us,"
stated co-captain Lindsay
Conway '96 after play ended
last Saturday. The woman were
on the dark side of the moun-
tain according to the losses
taken this season to the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania,
Dartmouth, and Yale but they
now believe they are on the up-
swing.
With wins over Williams and
Wesleyan last week they have
brought their record to 8-3. The
Bantams hope to better their #7
USWISA Poll ranking by using
these wins to increase their mo-
mentum for the remainder of
the season.
The Ephs were sent home
with a 8-1 loss. The Bantams
took control early and never let
up. "The team has really been
working hard this week on be-
ing intense competitors," com-
mented Coach Wendy Bartlett.
"I am pleased with the way the
match went today. They didn't
give an inch and you can tell just
by looking at the scores."
Fans packed Ferris as the
women shared courts with the
men's team who were also play-
ing Williams, the Lady Ephs
came into the match ranke
eighth in the nation. This atmo-
sphere proved beneficial for the
Lady Bants, "The fans helped
keep our spirits up," said
Conway. "After seven matches
on the road it feels good to be
home."
Only one match and a total of
four sets were lost the whole af-
ternoon. (#1) Serena Carbonell
'98 folded in five sets, 3-2. She
lost control early losing the first
two sets 9-1 and 9-3, but re-
gained her touch, winning the
next two sets 9-5 and 9-4.
Unfortunately, her confi-
dence dropped in the fifth set,
losing 9-0. The loss brought
Carbonell's season record to 7-
3. Despite the loss, Carbonell re-
mains a member of the league's
elite.
(#2) Carolyn Young '96, de-
feated her opponent 3-0. "We
were all so pumped for today.
This win was created by the
strength of the team." She im-
proved her season record to 7-3,
which is identical to that of
(#3) Katie Reifenheiser '97, who
also made the 'Purple' take a
dive.
Reifenheiser stayed tough
through her 3-1 win. She suf-
fered a close 10-8 loss in set
number two, but was able to
maintain her composure by
knocking off her opponent 9-4,
9-4 in the next two sets. (#4)
Paige Vollmer '99 continued to
impress her teammates with a
3-0 win over Williams, improv-
ing her record to 8-2.
It seems that calling #5-#9,
'the lower end of the line-up' is
uncalled for. Many team wins
have come from the 'bottom
five.'
The high percentage of victo-
ries of all #5-#9 players are
among the best in the league.
Co-captain (#8) Conway
leads the team with a 10-1
record, including her 3-0 win
over Williams. (#5) Anne
Chick '96 , (#6) Meaghan O
'Malley '96, (#7) Betsy Paluck
'99, and (#9) Sarah Burbank '99
also had 3-0 wins raising their
records to 9-2.
The other win of the week for
the Bantams came over
Wesleyan last Wednesday. They
were expected to maul them
and they did so with a shut out.
Trinity showed no mercy and
never lost a set. This win was a
much needed confidence
booster for the Williams match.
Trinity has a big week ahead
of them but all of their matches
will be on their home courts.
They are scheduled to take on
Brown University this Thurs-
day, February 8th at 4:00 p.m.
and Harvard University on Sat-
urday the 10th beginning at
noon.
Chick believes that the mo-
rale and skills of her team are
peaking, "This is the start of our
season right here. We are ready
for Brown and Harvard,"
Whexi you're not
hitting the books,
hit the slopes at
Stratton Mountain.
Stratton has sensational savings for college students throughout the winter
and spring semesters. Just piesent youi valid college I.D. to get mid-week lift
tickets for just $20. And save $5 on weekends and holidays. And Stratton
Village has loads of restaurants, pubs and live entertainment right at the
mountain, so you'll have an amazing time off the slopes, too, Do your field
work at Stratton Mountain this semester. Youi Econ professor will be proud.
For more details, call 1-800-STRATTON. Or visit Stratton on the Internet at
http://www.genghjs.com/stratton.htm
VEHMDNT
The mountain will move you.
E X T R A O R D I N A R Y R E S O R T S B Y I N T R A W E S T
B L A C K C O M B P A N O R A M A S T R A T T O N T R E M B L A N T
The Holy Cross Crusaders
invaded the Kingswood-Ox-
ford arena on Friday evening.
The Bantams played well early,
skating even with the Crusad-
ers for much of the first ten
minutes.
Trinity jumped on the board
first at 10:15 of the opening
stanza when Dan Sullivan '99




But, Trinity forward Mike
Burns '98 pounced on the re-
bound, tipping it into the net
Playoff Hopes Fade As
Hockey Drops Two At Home
BY JOSH GOLDFINE
Sports Writer
In this season of many ups
and downs for the men's var-
sity hockey team, this weekend
seemed to epitomize the entire
campaign. The Bantams
opened the weekend on Friday
evening with a lackluster 4-2
defeat to Holy Cross and fol-
lowed, that up with a disap-
pointing 8-6 loss to intrastate
rival Connecticut College the
following night.
Having now dropped seven
of their last eight contests, the
Bantams playoff hopes, al-
ready bleak before this week-
end, seem all the more dim
now.
top corner for a 1-0 lead.
The game continued to see-
saw for much of the first pe-
riod, with each team playing
tenaciously, getting many
scoring chances, but many
penalties as well.
Before long the Bantams
took a 3-1 lead when junior
Terry Long, making a valiant
comeback just two weeks after
a serious knee injury, took a
pass from freshman winger
Kevin Colket, streaked down
the right side, and fired the
puck between thegoalie'spads.
Unfortunately, the Bantams
lead would not last, as the
Camels rattled off a pair of
goals to tie the game at 3-3. The
Bantams refused to give in,
with Muse and junior
"We've fust got to be more consistent, especially
in practice. What you do in practice translates
to what you do in game situations"
- Head Coach John Dunham
came back with a tally of its
own just -'33 seconds later to
even the game, -.: • -
: The Crusaders 'thea.taok the
lead for'good at;7508'bf the"
middle period .When- Holy
"Cross fp|ward John Foristall
put a sof, t'wrist shot on Bantam
freshman goaltender, Jeffrey
Blair, who allowed the puck to.
deflect,off his glove and lay
unattended in the slot, where
forward Brett Cagliuso jumped
on the rebound and knocked it
home.
The Bantams' were simply
outplayed inthesecond period,
being outshotlHL After Holy
Cross jumped toa 3-1 lead with
an early third period goal, the
Bantams answered when se-,
nior co-captain Billy Hogan,
picked up a loose puck at cen-
ter ice,f lew down the right side
of the rink and- beat the
goaltender with' a low wrist
shot past the goalie's right pad
Another goal secured the
Crusader lead with a 4-2 ad-
vantage, It their became ap-
parent that this was not going
to be a winning evening for the
Bantams, . ,
On Saturday"evening;;the
Bantams played* host to the
.Camels of Connecticut College.
Fan turnout waslowdue to the
five minuses o! the contest
were fillrd with furious action
Both reams combined foi thice
goals and numerous penal lies
As in the previous syrnc, the
Bantams took the early lead
when Craig Mure "̂ 7 took a
pa-̂ s from <p-vapuin Gary
Duncan "96 atcentei ice blew
past a Camel defender, Fd;rd
nut fjoahiMulcr lodd Shestok,
and deposited the puck in the
defenseman Christian
Sheehan potting goals to give
the Bantams a 5-3 advantage
going into the first intermis-
sion. But, once again, the
wheels came off the Bantam
wagon as they were unable to
find the net for the remainder
of the game, watching the
Camels tally five unanswered
goals and skate back to New
London with an 8-5 victory.
As a whole, Trinity was
outplayed in the contest, being
butshot by a 54-37 count (the
Bantams surrendered 101
shots over the two weekend
«*CQttt$stS')». • Goaltender- Blair,
who truly struggled for the
first time all season, was mer-
cifully replaced after two peri-
ods byjunior Hale Everets. His
solid third period play wasone
of the lone bright spots for the
Bantams all evening,
Once again, this game
seemed to tell the story of the
Bantam season. Said Head
Coach John Dunham felt that
it hasbeen penalties not oppo-
nents stopping his Bants.
"We took too many penal-
ties, especially against Holy
Cross, It's tough to win when
you always have somebody in
•' the box. The penalty killing
has been effective lately, with
guys like Tim Rath and Neil
Yonker putting ina really solid
effort"- He also stressed a need
for teamwork, not individual
efforts trying to win games.
"We have guys overhandling
the puck. We've got to make
the pass before we're chal-
lenged, Our guys are just wait-
ing too long to make the play."
- fThe Trinity hockey team
tnust now win all ;o£ their re-
maining six contests to keep
, alive any hopes they have of
'earning an ECAC playoff
berth. The Bantams will con-
' tinue their quest with road
- games at North Adams State
arfdatAmherst,
' '' "We've just got to be more
consistent especially m piac
Lice," saia Dunham "Wha;
You do in practice translates to
what you do ?n game sii na-
tions Too many guys think
that they can just turn it on
and oft , and it mst doesn't
work that way We have guvs
like Xeil Yonker going 100 :\-
in pt act ices and games T:\ ery-
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PUCKERING BEGINS PROMPTLY @ 830 PM
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Gary Duncan: Trinity Hockey's Defensive Specialist
BY LEVI LITMAN
Sports Editor
Just after he learned how to walk, he
was taught how to skate. Before he could
kick a ball, he had a hockey stick in his
hand and a puck at his feet. As soon as
he stepped on the ice, Gary Duncan was
destined to be a defensive player. Ever
since the age of five, Duncan's size and
strength have always been superior,
molding him perfectly into a
defenseman's body.
Duncan's main sport has always been
hockey. In high school, he toyed with
defensive end in football, and played de-
fense in lacrosse. He never strayed from
defense, but hockey was the sport that
he decided to pursue.
"1 enjoy the physical aspect of the
game," said the 6'1196 pound Duncan. "I
like the contact."
After playing at East Longmeadow
Mass Public High School for three years,
Duncan headed to the Avon Old Farms
school to complete his high school career.
For the last four years, Duncan, currently
a senior, has been playing regular shifts
as a defensemen for Trinity. In all four
years, Duncan has missed just one game
because of injury.
While Duncan has no goals and just
physical style of play. He has shown me
as a defensive player to stay within your
limits and know your roles."
Because of his solid defensive play
throughout his first three years at Trin-
ity, Duncan was named co-captain this
season, along with Bill Hogan.
"What Billy and I try to do is bring the
team up to the next level," said Duncan.
"What we try to concentrate on doing is
to make people realize that we can com-
pete every night in this league and that
we can beat any team on any given
night."
Since becoming team captain, Duncan
has noted added responsibilities.
"Not only do you have to worry about
your own game, but you also worry
about the team. You have to keep the
guys up," explains Duncan. "For a while
people were frustrated when we were
losing, and hockey is a type of game
where the whole key to success is chem-
istry of the team. I have to keep things
positive and make people realize we still
have a good team, we are just going
through a slump."
In a meeting during the October dry
land training, one of the team goals was
to make the ECAC playoffs.
Last year, they missedthe playoffs by
just one point, and, at the time of this in-
terview, Duncan felt they were in posi-
Sports Spotlight
GARY DUNCAN
I'm not known for scoring goals, but for me, it's just
as fun to stop a goal as it is to score one."
—Gary Duncan
three assists this year, scoring is not his
main job. Puncan knows his role on the
team. "I am, a defensive defensemen, a
stay at home type of defenseman. I play
on the penalty kill team. I'm not known
for scoring goals, but for me, it's just as
fun to stop a goal as it is to score one."
Defenseman Mike Schulz '98 has
learned a lot from watching Duncan.
"He takes charge on the ice with his
tion to control their own destiny. How-
ever, following two losses this weekend,
hopes of an ECAC playoff birth have be-
come dim.
For Duncan, these last few games are
his final hopes in competing in the play-
offs. One major reason he came to Trin-
ity was the hockey program.
During his college decision process,
the Bantam hockey team was in a tran-
sitional period. They had just moved up
a level and Duncan knew that he would
be able to step in and have an immediate
impact.
Another reason for his choosing Trin-
ity was its location in Hartford. Duncan
feels the city is one of Trinity's greatest
assets and he has taken advantage of it.
"In my four years, I have tried to test
out all the different fields to see what di-
rection I want to go," Duncan's two in-
ternships in Hartford have included
writing for an advertisement agency and
working in the financial world.
Over the past summer, Duncan had
the unique experience of interning for
Congressman Richard Neill. Another
activity in which Duncan par ticipates in
the summer is teaching kayaking in the
Berkshires of Massachusetts.
And, of course, Duncan plays in a sum-
mer hockey league, the Pro-Am league.
The Pro-Am league has a high level of
competition, containing two or three
NHL hockey players on each team.
Duncan likes playing in this league be-
cause he feels it elevates his game. "Sum-
mer league is good for me because it
makes me move a lot faster and teaches
me to make decisions a lot quicker."
Duncan fears the upcoming winter as
being the first winter in seventeen years
tha t hockey has been absent from his life.
... Still, even with graduation approaching,
Duncan has hopes of continuing his
hockey career.
Although he has thought about play-
ing in Europe or possibly a league in
Florida, "there will never be anything
like college competitiveness."
Wesleyan, Williams Latest Bantam Victims
continued from page 24
Bittner '97 and, the number two player
Charlie Saunders '99 each won 3-2.
The Saunders match was extremely
instrumental in the team's victory. He
had been behind by two games and came
back to win the match in five games.
This particular match gave the team
momentum which until that juncture
couldhave gone to either team. Another
key match was that of Steve Gregg '97 at
the five spot. Gregg started the match
slowly, but was able to pull it together
mentally and rally to win 3-2.
Others helping to preserve the win
were senior captain Austin Perkins (3-2),
John Freeman '98 (3-2), and Joe Pentland
'98 (3-1). Coach Assaiante could not have
been happier with his squad on Satur-
day.
"I have never seen anything like this
match in twenty years. Four players were
down eiter 2-1 or 2-0 and we ended up
winning all of them. I was very im-
pressed with everyone and the way the
match ended."
The Bantams next play Brown at home
on Thursday night at 7:00 p.m. and play
host to Harvard at 2:00 p.m. Saturday
afternoon.
Freshman Charlie Saunders Trinity's number two player




Summer and Fall Assignments
Interviews Held: Friday, February 9th
Contact your Career Services Office
for information
For 35 years, the Peace Corps of the United States
has assigned American Citizens as Volunteers in over
100 developing countries around the world. If you're
the kind of graduating senior who wants
to make a difference in the world and in
For more Information 1-800-424-8580
The toughest job you'll ever love
_J
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Individuals Shine In Saturday's Swim Meet
BY CATHERINE KURZ
Sports Writer
This past Saturday marked a
tremendous day for the men's
and women's swimming teams
as they hosted a tri-meet against
Bates and Connecticut College.
Under the strong coaching of
Amy Williams and assistant
Bob Hartman, Trinity was able
to qualify five more members of
its teams for the New Englands.
In addition to the individual
accomplishments, both teams
were able to beat Connecticut
College by a large margin while
suffering defeat from the Bob-
cats.
The Bates' women have al-
ways posed a challenge for Trin-
ity and this past weekend was
no different. The Bantam
women fell short in a 40-73 loss.
Yet in a close match-up against
the Camels, Trinity pulled out a
71-42 victory. Their hard work
and dedication paid off in a suc-
cessful season thus far. They




Three new female swimmers
Allison King '97, Molly
Modzelewski '97, and Becky
Porch '99 will now be attending
New Englands at Williams this
winter along with nine team-
mates. By placing third in the
200 yard backstroke, King
made herself eligible for New
Englands.
Porch and Modzelewski were
third and fourth, respectively, in
the 50 yard freestyle, finishing
less than a second behind the
Bobcat leader. Captain Caitlin
Corbiere '96, Karyn Meyer '99,
Lisa Giarratano '97, Katie
Modzelewski '99, Alyson Guild
'97, Ann Taylor '98, Alison
McBride '98 and Jen Moore '98
will also be swimming on the
weekend of February 23 at Wil-
liams in the Championships.
In the meet this past week-
end, McBride set a new pool
record in the 1000 yard
freestyle. She bested the previ-
ous record of 11:21.96 set by
Wesleyan in 1992 by almost six
seconds. Her time of 11:15.80
surpassed the Bates second
place swimmer by almost sev-
enteen seconds. While all team
members are trying their best
for Nationals, eyes should defi-
nitely be kept on McBride.
This team has yet to qualify
anyone to the National Cham-
pionships in Atlanta. Yet there
still is time for this team to show
itself as they host Amherst this
weekend. Amherst, one of the
fastest teams in New England,
will be a challenge, but also a
positive experience for the
swimmers themselves. The
women will swim Sunday
against Tufts for the first time.
This Jumbo team is supposedly
equal in ability to the Bantams.
The men's team had "an ex-
tremely good meet" this past
Saturday as they too swam
against the Bobcats and Camels.
Trinity competes against the Bates relay team.
While the Bantams lost to
Bates 42-71, they proved to be
superior to Connecticut Col-
lege, besting them 79 26. Two
men qualified in this meet for
the New Englands, giving the
Bantams four competitors in the
meet to be held at Wesleyan.
Captain Thomas Appkton'96
swam an impressive 200 yard
backstroke coming in second
behind Bates and David
McFarland '97 also placed sec-
ond behind Bantam Scott
Heidorn '97 in the 500 yard
freestyle. Tave Fitzpatrick '97
and Heidorn had qualified in an
earlier meet for the New En-
gland Championships.
Appleton is optimistic though
for more men qualifying in the
next three meets.
Tim Plant '98, a diver and re-
served swimmer and Wyatt
Getz along with a few other
freshmen have huge potential
for making the New Englands
held the weekend of March 1st
at Wesleyan.
The team is pleased to have
Plant dive the one and three
meter boards as well as swim in
a recent meet against Wheaton
in the medley relay. There has
MATTHEW PRINCE
been a solid comeback from
both David McFarland '97 and
Scott Heidorn '97 as both have
both qualified for the New En-
gland Championships.
Men's swimming started on
shaky ground but has made
solid and positive improvement.
Their record now stands at 3-5,
with three victories over Bran-
dies, Wheaton and Connecticut
College.
The Bantams still have time
for progress as they face Coast
Guard this Thursday and Am-
herst on Saturday before finish-
ing with Colby.
KfI&K'§
Home of the KILLER BBQ Pork Sandwich//
Catering for Varties - Stags - or Any Occasion
Service to fit any budget
SPECIAL PRICES FOR TRINITY STUDENTS
HOURS
Monday-Thurday 10 AM - 3 AM
Friday-Saturday 10 AM - 4 AM
Sunday 12 NOON - 2 AM
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Consistent Improvement
Continues For Indoor Track
Bantams Seek Help For Playoffs
BY JIM RODRIGUES
Sports Editor
The Trinity men's and women's varsity
indoor track teams ventured to
Middle town once again this weekend for
a meet at Wesleyan University. They
competed against.Amherst College,
Brandeis University, Eastern Connecti-
cut State University, Wheaton College,
Wesleyan University, and the Merchant
Marine Academy. Both teams were able
to come away with a fourth place finish.
For the second week in a row, Head
Coach George Suitor had only praise for
his athletes. "Overall, we had a good
and third respectively.
The meet also saw the debut of Trin-
ity newcomer J.R. Faget '98. Faget fin-
ished third for the Bantams in the triple
jump with a distance of 39'-10"
On the women's side, Michelle Miller
won the 55 meter hurdles with a provi-
sional qualifying time for the NCAA
meet in March. Coach Suitor described
the race as "an outstanding perfor-
mance." Strong performances were also
turned in by senior tri-captain
Kathrin Phelan in the 800 meter race
and Jill Romano in the 1000 meters.
Freshman sensation Yolando Flamino
continued her successful rookie season
"Overall, we had a good meet, times are dropping and
that's what we're looking for,"
- Head Coach George Suitor
meet, times are dropping and that's what
we're looking for."
Co-Captain Chuck Baker '97, who set
a personal record in the 5000 meter race,
agreed with his coach, mentioning that
several runnersalsoset personal records
during the meet. Ben Appleyard '98
achieved a personal record in the 1500
meters, Nicole Hanley '99 in the 400
meters, and Kim Mendall '99 in the 5000
meters.
Along with these great performances,
the meet was also the stage for the sea-
son debut of the team's top sprinter, se-
nior Myron Thomas. Thomas and fellow
sprinter John Karp '97 finished well in
200 meter and 55 meter races. Sopho-
mores Scott Murray and Joe Cerreto
shined brightly for the Bantams in the
shot put, in which they finished second
with second place finishes in both the
1000 and 1500 meter events, qualifying
her for the Division III New England
meet.
The women's relay teams gave strong
performances in Middletown as well.
The 4x800 meter and the 4x400 meter
relay teams each finished third in their
races.
Appleyard summed up the meet by
saying: "Throughout the season, this
team has been showing consistent im-
provement. Everyone has been getting
in shape and preparing themselves for
the spring season."
Next week, the team will again seek
to improve upon previous meet results
when they travel to Smith College for
their final indoor meet of the regular sea-
son.
The Office of Alumni Relations needs
YOU to be o HOST or HOSTESS to
an alamni/ae or faculty son on daugh-
ter Sunday and Monday, April 21 &22
Please help us by hosting partici'-
pants in the annual College Ad-
missions Exploration Program,
which invites high school juniors
to"rrinity to learn about the col-
lege admissions process and
campus life.
If you are interested In volunteering
ana' woukI'lIRe\ furtherInformation,
please contact either;
J.B. Brokaw '99 drives in for a layup against Bates Saturday
afternoon.
LAURA BLACKWELL
continued from page 24
"The big point is they would have to
run the table," said Carbone, "[Then] they
have to hope some teams knock each
other off The automatic bids will hurt
them. Last year, four NESCAC teams
qualifying for the tournament was a
fluke. That can't hanpen anymore."
The New Englancf Small College Ath-
letic Conference, whijfeicludes Trinity,
is a 'nonplaying' confllence which does
not maintain standings. Thus, when the
NCAA Division III tournament com-
mittee changed its format to allow cer-
tain conference champions an automatic
bid to the 'big dance,' it did not grant one
to the NESCAC. :
Thus, with eight teams from each of
the country's eight regions qualifying for
the tournament, and with five bids in the
Northeast region going to conference
champions, the Bantams are competing
for one of three at-large bids. But accord-
ing to Ogrodnik, the team isn't thinking
in those terms. ; , ' •
"The tournament is in the back of our
mind," he said, "but we can't let it bother
us. We just need to play each game as
hard as we can, just for the sake of the
game."
Before running into the White Mules,
Trinity (12-5) had won back to back
home games to run its win streak to
seven. On Tuesday, sophomore
swingman Craig Moody had a career-
high 19 points and a game-high five as-
sists as. the Bantams downed Clark
University, 89-75. Freshman John
Mulfinger came off the bench on Satur-
day to score a career-high 18 points and
lead Trinity past the Bobcats of Bates
College, 93-72. :
"Those two games showed that we
have more balance than in the past," said
Ogrodnik. "I can't say enough about
Mulfinger and Moody; they can be big-
time players here."
Against.the Cougars,..Trinity, started
the game with a 23-8 run, and led by 20
at half time. Clark (9-11) got the lead
down to nine, with 5:27 remaining, but,
1 Trinity made il of its last 12 free throws,
including 5 by Mark Lotty '96, to seal the
victory.
In addition to Moody, th£ Bantams got
key contributions from Kevin Bednar '99
who had 16 points and nine rebounds
and captain Keith Wolff '96, who added
15 and 8. The game ended Wolffsstreak
of six straight games with 20 or more
points.
The Bantams awoke Friday morning
to discover that their game with Colby,
scheduled for that night at 8:00, had been
postponed due to the death of Kelda
Spangenberg '96 (see page 1). The White
Mules, who had already left Maine,
settled for a practice in Oosting. The
Bantams were supportive of the school's
decision.
"It's really irrelevant whether, or not
we were inconvenienced," said Wolff. "In
the big picture, the concern was for the
individual and her family, not for us
playing." Added Ogrodnik, "President
Dobelle did what he had to do and we
stand behind his decision." . •
So Trinity entered Saturday's date with
the Bobcats riding a six-game streak, and
proceeded to shoot 61% from the field in
the first half to take a 13-point lead into
the locker room. Mulfinger led Jour Ban-
tams in double-figures, including Moody
(17 points, 5 assists), Wolff (14 points)
and Bednar (14 points, 10 rebounds).
Point guard David Hava '97 chipped in
with six assists.
But then Trinity ran into Stephens and
Colby, which jumped out to a 19-point
halftime advantage on Sunday's re-
scheduled contest. The White Mule lead
was cut to ten midway through the sec-
ond on back-to-back trifectas by Wolff
and Lotty, but the Bantams never could
find a defensive answer for Stephens, and
never got any closer. Wolff led Trinity
with 22 points. '.'
1 "We just didn't come out ready tp play
,;4a. the first half," said Wolff. "In the. sec-
ond, we showed we can play witMthat
team. But we can't even think about the
tournament. Our biggest concerrlright
now is coming put ready: to play every
game, starting on Wednesday"-:';f$
Wednesday is when the Biritams
travel to Wnliamstown, Massa||ii§etts,
for '•to' battle'-NESCAC leader Wil|ams
College. Things don't get any easier on
Saturday, when they return home tq face
highly regarded UMass-Dartmouth.
IN BANTAM
T H I S W E E K l g View^fe Weekly Sports Trivia Contest:
™ Rl l lCS! The first person to correctly answer all five trivia questions and leave a
voice mail message at the Tripod X2589 will win a pitcher of Icehouse at the View.
1) Name the first non league opponent to have ever beat University of North
Carolina twice in one season.
2) Which Big East Team has the most victories since the beginning of the 1988-
89 season?
3) Name two of the three fan attendance leaders for 1994-95 NCAA College
Basketball season.
4) Where did Jim Calhoun coach before he joined the Huskies?
5) Which MVP of the 1995 College Basketball Championship
between Arkansas and UCLA now plays for the New Jersey Nets?
Tuesday, February 6th
Women's Basketball @ Williams
7:30
Wednesday. February 7th
Men's Basketball @ Williams 7:30
| Wrestling vs. A.I.C., Wesleyan, &
Yeshiva® A.I.C 6:00
Thursday, February 8th
[ MEN'S SQUASH V. BROWN 7:00
I WOMEN'S SQUASH V. BROWN
4:00
Friday, February 9th
Men's Hockey @ North Adams
State 7:30
I Saturday February 10th




I SWIMMING V. AMHERST 1:00
2:00
MEN'S SQUASH V. ROCHESTER
6:00
I WOMEN'S SQUASH V.
HARVARD 12:00
I WRESTLING V. BRIDGEWATER
STATE AND RHODE ISLAND
COLLEGE 12:00
[(Answers to Trivia from 1/23)
l)Dallas Cowboys 2) Bart Starr, Terry Bradshaw, and Joe Montana









Christian Bulli t t '
Joseph Pentland '





12/2 ©Tufts 9-0 ,W
12/6 M.I.T. 9-0, W
1/17 ©Yale 6-3,W
1/18 BOWDOIN 9-0, W
1/20 Hobart@USMA 9-0, W
1/20 Cornell @USMA 9-0, W
1/27 ©Dartmouth 7-2,W
11/27 Vassar ©Dartmouth 9-0,W
1/31 WESLEYAN 9-0, W
2/3 WILLIAMS 6-3, W
College View Cafe
ir " " "SAVE $$ AT THE~VIEW "•
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
$10 W/COUPON
SAVE $6.50


























Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*=Mil'sBest
Records
FRANKLIN & MARSHALL 9-0/W I
UPENN 4-5, L
TUFTS 9-0,W
Vassar © Wesleyan 9-0, W
Colby @ Wesleyan 9-O.W
©Yale 3-6, L
Bowdoin @ Williams 8-l,W
Middlebury © Williams 9-0,W






Saunders, a member of
the men's squash team
won both his matches
this past week against
Wesleyan and Williams.
His match against Will-
iams was seen as a turn-
ing point in the match.
He rallied from two
games down to win the
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Stephens' 46 Decreases
Bantams' Margin For Error
BY MARK MENTONE
Senior Editor
After sending the College
community into a state of near-
euphoria last year with its ex-
hilarating run to the NCAA
Division III Final Four, the
men's basketball team has spent
1995-96 trying to bring the
NCAA experience back to the
Trinity campus.
But on Sunday afternoon in
Ray Oosting Gymnasium,
David Stephens threw a mon-
key wrench into the Bantams'
plans.
Stephens, a senior center for
Colby College, almost single-
handedly ended Trinity's seven-
game winning streak, scoring
46 points in an 88-75 White
Mule victory. The 6-foot-6
Stephens, who entered the
game averaging just over 24
points per contest, hurt the Ban-
tams in almost every way imag-
inable, scoring on a variety of
low-post moves, putbacks, even
stepping back to nail three 3-
point goals. In addition, he was
17-[qr-19 from the free-throw
line. The 46 points was just five
shy of the single-game Colby
record, according to the Whke
Mule coaching staff.
"I can't remember anyone
scoring 46 points against us,"
said 15-year Bantam head coach
Kevin Bednar '99 has been a force in the paint MATTHEW PRINCE
for the Bantams.
Stan Ogrodnik. "We came in
figuring that if Stephens scored
22 or 24, we'd win the game. But
he just killed us."
With five losses, the Bantams
will likely need to win their re-
maining five games and«get
some help if they are co once
again reach the NCAAs, accord-
ing to Sports Information Direc-
tor Al Carbone '95.





The Trinity men's squash
team currently holds the best
record OB campus, sporting an
undefeated record of 10-0.
They continued to improve
this past week notching two
wins. The first victory of the
week came against a strug-
gling Wesleyan team, while
their second win came against
Williams, their toughest oppo-
nent yet.
The men played Wesleyan
University at home on
Wednesday night as their top
four players watched from the
stands. Fifth seed, Steve Gregg
headed the Bantam line up for
the match. Head Coach Paul
Assaiante was hoping to give
his lower seeds better compe-
tition, and at the same time, al-
low some of his younger
players to get valuable match
experience.
The Bantams beat the Cardi-
nals 8-1, with John Freeman
'98, playing at the number two
spot, receipient of the team's
lone loss., ;
,• 'Tve, learned' that you'have
#«^teHhh
said. Everyone else soundly
defeated their opponents, help-
ing Trinity preserve their un-
defeated season.
On Saturday both squash
teams played host to Will-
iams College. With the men's
and women's matches being
played together campus wide
interest peaked as an enor-
mous crowd gathered in an-
ticipation for Saturday's
matches.
Christian Bullitt '96 com-
mented on the tremendous
turnout, "That was the big-
gest crowd I have ever seen.
Everyone was really into it
and totally focused on the
matches going on."
Because the men's and
women's matches were going
on side by side the matches
were lengthened from the
usual two rounds of odd and
even, seeds to three rounds of
three players each. This for-
mat was not popular with
some athletes who thought
that the day dragged on and
felt unwanted pressures were
created by knowing the
team's scores before stepping
onto the court. Although
these complaints were voiced
bjr a.few athletes, everyone
lovedtKe a1m6s|ih6r,esc|||.te^i,
by the exceptionally large""
' crowd.
--^-Despite the unusual format -
and its problems, the men
were able to prevail, defeating
the Ephs 6-3. Top seed Mike
see BANTAM VICTIMS page 20
Weekend Of Overtime Yields Mixed Results
BY CLAY SIEGERT
Senior Editor
A weekend of overtime for a
worker is often a tiring and
dreary ordeal. But for a basket-
ball player, it can be exciting.
On Saturday freshman Kate
Leonard hit a three-pointer at
the buzzer to send Trinity's
women's basketball team into
overtime, against Bates College
at Ray Oosting Gymnasium,
Although the Bantams lost the
game, 59-55, it was their most
exciting of the season.
But this game's distinction
was short-lived.The next day
against Colby, the Bantams
again hit a game-tying shot at
the buzzer to force overtime:
This time the Bantams came out
on top, 87-80, with their 10th
win of the season.
"We made it to overtime again
and we did not want to lose this
one," said Head Coach Maureen
Pine. "The;kids dug in when it
mattered. But these two games
showed us that we need to play
hard for 40 minutes."
Against Colby, co-captain
Kara Ryczek '96 hit a running
jump-shot in the lane as time
expired to tie the score at 72-72.
Ryczek, who had missed a layup
seconds earlier, hit the game-
winning shot after Trinity
called time-out with 4.3 sec-
onds to play.
"We tell her [Ryczek] that in
end-of-gafne situations, we
want her taking the ball to the
hole," said Pine. "She is our most
consistent player. When push
comes to shove in crunch-time,
she makes good decisions."
In over time, co-captain Susan
Lally '96 and Leonard each had
four points as the Bantams
outscored Colby 15-6. - .
Ryczek-led the Bantams with
20 i points, nine assists and six
steals. Susan Dinklage '97
scored 19 points andsophomore
forwards Carolynn Canty (16
points) and Sarah Martin (7 re-
bounds) combined for 29 points
and 13 rebounds. Martin was
named co-NESCAC player of
the week after her 35-point out-
burst against Connecticut Col-
lege last weekend.
The first half saw Trinity
shoot 59% and open a 41-34
halftime lead. In the.second
half, the Bantams went cold as
Colby came back to take a 59-
54 lead with 7:15 remaining in
the game. Over the next 4:56,
Colby's Kathleen Pigeon (19
points) scored seven of her
team's nine points and five dif-
ferent Trinity players scored as
the Colby maintained a 69-66
lead.After the teams traded bas-
kets, Trinity's Dinklage hit two
free throws to bring the Ban-
tams within one, 71-70. Grace
Perry (8 points) then hit one-of-
two free throws to put Colby up
by two points with nine seconds
to play. Trinity in-bounded the
ball and dribbled over halfcourt
before calling a timeout to set
up the final play of regulation.
"We had planned to run a play
for either Sue or Kate, but I did
not see anyone open and I knew
there was very little time left so
I went for the shot," said Ryczek.
It was Ryczek who found
Leonard in the corner for the
game-tying shot against Bates
the day before. Leonard's shot
culminated a stirring second
half comeback by the Bantams
The two teams shot a com-
bined 18% from the field in the
first half and Bates held a pal-
try 18-13 lead. Trinity had
many excellent opportunities
to score but repeatedly failed to
convert. "We got the ball in the
paint, but we could not finish,"
said Pine. :
In the second half, the shoot-
ing picked up as Trinity
outscored Bates, 22-9, over the
. first 11 minutes. "We came out
strong and shot the ball better,
but our defense really kept us in
it," said Ryczek, who finished
with 10 points and seven assists.
The Bobcats then used a 14-3
run to match its largest lead of
the game, 41-36. Trinity's Mar-
tin (10 points) capped an 8-2
run with a layup with 2:40 re-
maining in the game to give the
Bantams a 44-43 lead. The
teams traded two baskets apiece
before Bates' Colleen McCrave
hit two free throws with :27 re-
maining to put the Bobcats up,
49-46. On its ensuing posses-
sion, Trinity committed a turn-
over and it appeared that the
Bobcats would hold on for the
victory. But a Bates player was
called for a traveling violation,
Kara Ryczek '96 hits runner in the lane to send MATTHEW PRINCE
Sunday's game against Colby into overtime.
giving the Bantams the chance
to tie the game.
In overtime, Trinity was in a
position to win but consecutive
turnovers in the final minute of
overtime sealed the 59-55 vic-
tory for the Bobcats. "Turnovers
are our biggest problem right
now," said Pine, referring to her
team's 58 turnovers over the
weekend. "We are not going to
beat good teams that way."
Trinity is also searching for a
consistent lineup. Many players
have not produced on a nightly
basis and playing time has fluc-
tuated... "Sometimes I feel like I
am shuffling cards with the
lineup," said Pine. "We need
more consistency."
Trinity played Coast Guard
Academy last Tuesday in Ray
Oosting Gymnasium and de-
feated the Bears, 82-49. The
Bantams led 23-19 at the half
despite shooting only 28%. In
the second half, Trinity erupted,
outscoring the Bears by 29
points. Dinklage led the Ban-
tams with 17 points and Ryczek
(7 points) had a season-high 10
assists.
